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Washington. I). (.'., Feb. C Republican senators caucused again today to
determine on a plan of action to meet
the Democratic filibuster against confirmations of more than 1500 of Pres
ident Taft's appointments.
Many;
H
were in favor of abandoning any fur
HOUSE ADOPTS RESOLUTION BY HON.
1
to
ther attempt
put the appointments
MARCOSC.DE BACA INSTRUCTING MILLIONAIRE ACCUSED OF
through.
A continuation of the light without
TO
PROBE MUCH DIS-ING HIS WIFE. MAINTAINS IT WAS discrimination
as to classes of nonii-- ;
SALARIES MEASURES TURNS OUT TO BE
SUBTERFUGE OF DISCUSSING
ONCE ADRIANOPLE FALLS, DARDANELLES WILL BE CLEARED FOR PASSAGE
nations was decided upon, however,
CUSSED RUMOR.
HER
WHO SLASHED
A NEGRO
and
the
later
Hepnbby the majority
BULGARIANS HAVE BIG
OF THE GREEK FLEET INTO MARMORA SEA.
MERELY PART OF A PROJECT FOR CHANGING RULES TO GIVE MAJORHearts succeeded oti to H4, in forcing
THROAT
.
WAY
THAT
IT
DOESN'T
WORK
JOB ON THEIR HANDS IN GALLIPOLI PENINSULA
ITY FULL POWER IN HOUSE, BUT
What member of the legislature
the senate to close its doors to consider appointments.
"repaired to a telegraph office" and
Senators Bristow and Poindexter
there wrote himself a telegram from STORY CORROBORATED
voted with the Democrats against the
his constituents "on a day unknown
The Republicans LACK OF
executive session.
MAY
OF
YOUNG CATRON TRIES ORATORY, BUT
BY MRS. BEACH
to us?"
will continue to move for the eonsid-- ;
That is all the house wants to
whenever
eration of nominations
this
HIS EFFORTS PROVOKE REVOLT know. It asked itthe question uaniBRING HOSTILITIES TO AN END
such sessions will not interfere Willi
0.
0.
S.
Feb.
Frederick
C.
Aiken,
adopted by
afternoon, when
or
oilier
bills
executive!
appropriation
a
to
bis
Jury
story business.
mous viva voce vote, a resolution of jl'fach today related
fored bv Marcos 0. tie Baca, a Pro - t tho assault upon his wife, for which
While the Republicans do not hope
is charged, and then Mrs. Beach
' It wasn't a caucus; it was only a
The descriptions of what took place giessive member, asking about the lie
Sofia. Bulgaria. Feb. fi .The main
London, Feb. 6 -- Notwithstanding
for
the success of manv of the Taft
corroborated
siand
his
the
took
and
,
,
published reports that some member
of tll() Unitarian armies, apart Bulgaria's warlike ittitude at Galii- to' attempt
conference,"
want
thev
i,,,
amiointmenls.
not nieti- story.
of the legislature (name
tile reduction of the fortress
and Tchatalja , tho
This was the way in which one nouse,
agreea completely in oiuy one tioned) who is alleged to have gone to' Beach did not part materially from ito place the blame for failure upon of Adriauople, was disclosed in dis- - poli, Adriauople
of Europe are convinced
member of (he Old Guard tried to
diplomats
senators.
Democratic
:the
stunt
feature that is, that the entire
seme telegraph office in the city of 'the tale he has told since the attack,
the situation arising out of the was a fizzle.
patches given out by the war office that the war will not last long.
Outside of that there
by a negro
Santa Fe and concocted u telegram to'tuat his wife
today. The plan is to reach the Par- The financial embarrassment of afl
N tempt last night, to "put one over"
to have been numerous and
X
appears
outside
her cottage
danelles straits ami clear them for the combatants and the loss of enhimself, of himself and for himself when she wont
tm Speaker Roman Liberato Baca, of c'.ivers
oratorical
ONE
flights
ATTEND
arguments,
LET EVERY
.vith her dogs. He maintained his
or something to that effect.
of
he
Ureek
mU, thusiasm for thewar by the people
he house. When asked what the dif- and
MEETING TONIGHT. X
squabbles which completely broke
the x
calm throughout
ot Marmora. Then the Greeks of the countries involved lead to tho
The resolution starts off with a pre- - accustomed
tl(,
ference might be, this legislator reThe meeting of the Chamber ot X vvi
uj the conference. v.
mniiio in itnvii it ninkes the ;inser- - erilliiiK cross examination to which
Httack t:on8)a,,tuo,,i,.
directly belief that peace negotiations will
plied:
According to one house member, ,,in that the state of New .Mexico had! he was subjected by Prosecutor t'luti- - N Commerce tonight should bo atfroln nt, Btin
soon be resumed.
"Well, a caucus is supposed to be
X
or
Read
!n
ones
the
himself
and
tended
by everyone.
Krom the reports of fighting to the
selectcd the members of this legisla- (ter. He contradicted
binding upon all who attend It, but Cooney, Vargas, Lucero, Trnjillo
The Turkish government apparentX
the
of
his
report of the secretary
consideration twice, but speedily collected
north of the peninsula of Oallipoli it
a conference is simply for the pur- Purg, refused at various intervals to ture with "prolonged
ly is of the same mind, for Itechad
X ean )0
elsewhere
ami
reminded
found
to
be
when
chamber
statements
f
bound
one
coltmins
tnat
tue
any
the
le
and
by
and
see
if
so(n
profound deliberation,"
pose of talking things over to
ot the Turkish peace
for his faulty meinorv.
Aal'ZG "lul 1,na .o King Ferdinand's troops is march- dPasha, , leader
,
"' tne lmlH-1agreement looking to a majority rule deduction is therefor drawn by the
,
it'i agreement can be reached."
"'
X
of
the
X
the
lft'
weakest
where
It,
in
as
the
house
point
has from nisi
the
speaker. resolution that the members
,ng straight into Oallipoli.
",v!to instruction
against
Only once during the enttrp e.
So the caucus of house Republicans
ought;
remain in
government
X
oC
has
tiie
past year
activity for
already taken the village of Medosto, London a few days longer.
li'St night was simply a conference. .According to one house member, Sir. therefore stand before the people "As animation did he show any sigi.
lien come, point out the X Charkeui, Kavak and Buiair, which
been.
disturbance. That was when l ie
Otherwise it might be termed a sad Moreno became disgruntled early in models of probity and integrity."
"ALLIES' ARE QUARRELING.
Mr.
weak spot and suggest a rem- - X are on the neck of the peninsula. It
and left.
find dreary fizzle in which such re- - the evening
havi.ig put the legislature on editor asked hiin if he had tut aski'i!
X
Sofia,
his
come
him
of
not
contact
Bulgaria, Feb. C. Difficulties
I'euH
crime
has
the
to
in
however,
wife
downy
yet
cdy.
"lay
that basis, the resolution digs into h's
rowned leaders as Young Catron Furg bethought
You will bo welcome whether X with any
large force of Turkish which have arisen between Greece
Hampton's brother," when ii thought,
Blanchard, Burg and others, failed to r'coucn ana neat it irora tne. caucus, I be real subject at isste by at!, i.
of
a member or not as this is to be X troops, of which there are said to be and Bulgaria as to the division of the
ret together with the result that the hereafter, the session was prolonged the momentous question- Who did IT'.' they were alone in the m
Come out X 70,(HI0 on the Oallipoli peninsula. spoils of the Balkan war and as to
a Santa Fe meeting.
'
There was a ripple of mirth as the Pee.
"conference" broke up in a general until near midnight when the other
;
Booster X These, in the opinion of military ex-- the fate of the captured fortress of
the
exclaim-ana
tne
in
Is
and
ine
members
get
leit
That
false,'
tonight
ion
absolutely
was
read thi afternoon,
ngnis
:.esolu)
disagreement which probably will preSprit you don't know how good X perls, should be able to offer a stren-- , Salonikl were the reasons for a visit
dude any further efforts along the supreme court room were doused ly when the reading had been concluded, edj Beach rising in his seat.
it makes you feel until you have X nous resistance to tho advance of the paid to the Bulgarian capital today
i,lia accommodating janitors.
same line.
Mrs. Beach followed her husband
hoiing Mr. Catron suggested that.
from the north. Tho by Premier Venizelos, of Greece,
X Bulgarians
it.
In fact, one member
of the Old! It is reported that repeated efforts there ought to he a change in the (,n the stand to tell her story. She
M. Venizelos conferred with Ter-caX guns of the Dardanelles
forts also
Old Palace, S o'clock sharp.
Ouard is quoted as saying today that were made to induce the little speak-- ; wording because two members of the
mier
bo
toward
trained
the
landslde.
to
Guichoff, of Bulgaria, and King
in
on
two
members
lived
Fe
Santa
one
and
or
other
if that sort of a conference is a sam- er and
page five).
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they;
legislature
On the whole, the Bulgarians have a Ferdinand.
It is hoped that his visit
ple, then he does not care to attend visit the meeting. The speaker, so it surely would not write telegrams to
severe task before them.
v.ill result in an agreement.
is said, was told that under no cir-- themselves.
any more.
The
"They might." remarked Marcos C.
began with t umstances would any of the Old
that'
.lulian Trnjillo presiding and it start Guard enter into any combination tie Baca bruskly, which ended
ed out, according to those present, against hiin, his authority nor the argument.
BRYCE MAY BE
The resolution which the house
with a firm determination to discuss right of the house to rule. But the
ONE OF CANAL
salaries measure. But it was not speaker, being wise in his day, andkpted without further discussion, was
follows:
ARBITRATORS
prior
long until some one suggested that the having had considerable
easiest way out of the troubles In the perience with the Old Guard and Old
Whereas the state of New Mexico
louse, would be to amend the house Guard methods, was conspicuous by
selected the members of this house
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Mr.
niles so that a mere majority of the 'lis absence.
with due care and in legal form aft-- '
Bryce's
appointment as a member of
house would be the court of last aper prolonged consideration and pro-- ! JOHN
HARRIS MAKES APPEAL FOR LARGER the permanent
This was the result of the much
court of arbitration of
as at pres- talked of caucus which since last
found deliberation and
peal iustead of
the Hague is to fill a vacancy to be
me
wnereas
or
ll
mmmiriB
u,
ent.
members
some
Sunday night,
of tho president of the British delebody should stand before the peoThis, in effect, would give a bare house were "trying to arrange. It in- of
models
Mexico
as
New
Cat-of
Frey, who
to
the
j
throw out a t'icates that the efforts of Young
pie
SECRETARY TALKS OF gation, Hon. Si)Sir Edward
THE
majority
AND
right
REVIEWED,
old.
will then be
years
couple of Democrats, elect a new ion and a few of his friends, to hold
probity and integrity and should
THE GREAT GOOD ACCOMPLISHED WITH It Is understood here to the purpose THIS IS THE SUGGESTED SOLUTION
represent all that is noblest in
speaker, override the present speaker a following iff the house, are useless
of the British government to continue
American ideals and citizenship and
end do things, generally.
and that the little speaker and his
SMALL MEANS
OFFERED
NOW
Of TROUBLES
Mr. Bryce in his present post until
have
in
appeared
Whereas
well
reports
the
situation
A heated and somewhat acrimonious friends have
canal
of
Panama
conclusion
the
the
reflect
which
In
the
the
of
press
public
PRIVATE
TAFT
PRESIDENT
BY
f'ebate resulted. Young Catron with band. Because of the failure
This is upon the pre
of a member of
There are two ways of obtaining pub-- ; negotiations.
S. Harris.)
customary candor, Is said to have ex- meeting last night to produce results- upon the character
John
(By
issue
be:
the
that
has
may
TO
whose
PARTIES
OPERATE ROADS.
identity
licity. By paying so much an inch. sumption to an amicable
pressed the opinion that the members there is not much heard today, con- - this legislature
The work of the bureau of inform
brought
settlement,
not yet been divulged and
of the
to ctrnlng the final outcome of the salof Commerce are fcr your "ad" In a paper of known cir-ought
Chamber
the
of
tion
;
two
the
govern-between
Whereas the said reports have
abide by Its decision and to have ex- aries measures. The Old Guard doesj
the activi- - dilation so that you can figure to a directly
related that a
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6 Alaska's
implied that the aforesaid member
m4egg.irU be a re. fraction of a cent tl le cost of placing ments or that an agreement shall be
pressed himself to the effect that no bot feel as confident as it did before
one
ot
ties
resources can best be brought
n"
the
vast
before
for
reached
its
arbitration
to
a
unknown
on
of this body
day
of last night.
one was a good Republican who would the
"ad" in the lvlands of the indi
the other. As
,
,,
..
(fw in port of the activities
expiration of the present administra within reach of the world, in the opinKct do so. At all events, he said
an(j
is
direct
It is now stated that another ef-- j
vidual.
This
advertising
of the Chamber of Commerce
If that snouia appear mipossi-- ion of President Taft, by the conSanta Fe and tfiere composed, for- - tbe dues one
enough to hear from Mr. Cooney who fort to hold a caucus will be made
aonar a uiouui, iuo nmu its cost Is staggering, for instance, tion.
are but
is expected Mr. Bryce will re- - struction, with government assistance
it
ble
a
fabricated
and
mulated
telegram
outside
of
the
legissome
told him in plain English,
and
of
this
a few later
in this manner was not large twice the annual income
.
mnlii in Va all in ft nn under the incom- - of two railway lines from the Alaspurported to have been a message raised to
.
.
.
things concerning the Republican lative steerers will be called in to
,
t
the chamber to do chamber would be used in paying for ;
kan coast, to the interior, ownership
permit
enough
consthis
to
himself
,
by
dispatched
handle the situation.
party or what was left of it.
so one page ad in one issue of the Sat.-members
as
desired,
its
much
as
Wilson's
atti of which shall be vested in the govPresident
detectwas
fraud
clearly
velop
ituents; that the
as
Post.
Therefore,
fund was created urday livening
tilde, when the negotiations may be ernment, but which shall be operated
ed by the telegraph company; that that a special
purpose stated, direct publicity was out of the turned over to Sir Arthur Cecil. by private parties under lease.
the telegram In question was sur- which could be used for the
cident to the hearing, ,..
informa(inestion when our financial condition Spring-Rice- .
In a special message, transmitting
rendered to a member of the New ot maintaining a bureau of
"So far as I am .concerned," declarof the public. Sub- - v. as considered.
benefit
for
the
tion
Should the canal issue finally go to .to congress the report of the Alasit
and
that
mounted
will
Mexico
senate
police
ed Senator Gorman, "the
nor
no
will
need,
However, there is
neon forwarded tn the telecrauh scriptions were voluntary and ranged
arbitration, it is probable that Mr. kan railway commission, the presinever spend one dollar with my conmonth to ten dol- - there ever be, of this community uryce might be selected as one of the dnt today strongly urged legislation
company's headquarters in Denver fiom two dollars per
sent to help Las Animas county wash
Ir.long those lines, asking that the
and whereas until these reports lt rs per month, in this matter a raying out any great sum for direct arbitrators.
its dirty linen."
of about one hun publicity for our surroundings are of
revenue
mnnthlv
verior
government either guarantee the prineither
been
have
disproved
Senator Hilts said the finance cominterest that it is unnecessary to
cipal and interest of bonds necessary
fied, and the perpetrator of this al- dred dollars additional to the regular
was
is
SCANDAL
he
which
A
of
COAL
chairman,
mittee,
was used with do other than to gather data for paIto build the roads, or construct them.
leged fraud identified a grave sus- fund was raised which
short of funds and would not allow
"J am very much opposed to govern
over every member of the regular fund of the chamber. The pers, magazines and special writers
CJOtU
WflY
hangs
picion
the investigating board any money
ient operation, but I believe that gov- house individually and collec- financial statement which will be who will gladly give us more pubthis
jt
beyond actual necessary expenses.
tively; the integrity of each one can found at the close of this report will licity than we could obtain with an
Senator Affolter defended the comis
not fail to be questioned and this show how this money was spent.
eaV Vere" The
Foe . to
mittee, saying that its members were
With the comparatively small sum
lotion,"
the president.
body will become a byword
august
wore
,8,ervted
Jth" 0n e road recommended by the
COLORAOO
LEGISLATOR NOW KNOWS appointed without their, consent and
and a laughing stock before the raised it was decided that it would not amount of free advertising this city f r"d
of the
Howard,
that they would resign if the senate
.
,
world.
wise to engage in a campaign of has already received can be easily
, , n
bi
commission would connect Cordova
'
WHAT IT IS TO GET A LASHING didn't feel Hke providing for the ex-'
Now, therefore be it resolved, direct advertising but that the money computed in dollars and Cents. For
hv
"" wnv of Thttlna
arsecretary.
The
of the investigation.
That the speaker of this house be i, iiaua be stretched as far as
instance, a story issued the day after
othev would link Seward
with
FROM A FEMININE LAWMAKER'S penses
last
The
night
government
began
gument ended in the committee being
and empowered to com- the bureau was opened obtained space
Mitarod.
The first would open up
through indirect mediums,
i,n investigation of charges that coal
its
to
continue
excused
for
the
t
with
forty-eighday
to
to
the
to
column
municate immediately
TONGUE
amounting
it might be well call attention
was
imported from British Co- - "le luring river coal fields; the other
hearing.
WeBtern Union Telegraph company (ie (act that the problem ot showing inches in papers, aggregating over le nilm,being
Ansirali.1 uml Kcw Zealand Ihe Mantanuska field. The two roads
house
the
senate
The
,
,
today passed
in Denver ana to request tne saict fbiia rr.r. a vqui''n- wfifk in -h. cnm- or.e million circulation or- --nt- tbe usunl toi .less man .,
hnro- -a milono-- with
......... ,
'
ine run amy oy mani company in the name of this ,aunity like Santa Fe is not as simple rate per line after all cash discounts rnlatiou ot weights and the checking jcf 7:!3 lniles f,nd would cost about 35,.
Denver, Colo., Feb. (i. A wrangle in bill providing for an investigation of
house to use all diligence in inves- - a maUer as it is in an agricultural were aiiowed the story would have g..Btem
the senate over the expense incurred the strike of the Northern Colorado
District Attorney McXabb o00'(l0n- tigating the facts in this case and community like Demlng for instance ct st had it been paid for at space (ne amount the alIeged fraudg nlisht
by the committee on privileges and coal fields,
if such fraudulent telegram be in w ,... nn rpat amount of unde-- rides, $1S0. The actual cost to the leach. Howard and Norcross insisted
elections hearing the Barela contest
Mrs. Agnes L. Riddle, representa-t'.v- e
A "PARTY" COMMITTEE.
the possession of the company to ,,, ,ope(J agrjCllU,i-afrom Adams, Arapahoe and Alland so that our bureau of obtaining this publicity was they knew of no irregularities.
preceded the opening of the commitD. C Feb. 6. A parWashington,
senu a copy oi me same ui me records are not of sucn a aennne iji uie ueigiioornooa or niiy uonare.
tee's deliberations today. When the bert counties, on the floor of the house
ty committee for the direction of legmembers of the committee asked to today used the short and ugly word in
of
free
obtaining
I'hture as the results obtained wherejKvery opportunity
DEFENSE RESTS.
islation during the remainder of the
(Continued on page four).
be excused from the senate for their referring to statement by Representa-scesion-,
the organiaztion can point to a certain: publicity has been followed up. Miss
The defense rested at 4:30 o'clock, present session of congress was de
various senators made sharp tive Leftwich. Leftwich is chairman
r.umber of settlers and say: "We Agnes C. Laitt, the writer for the Sat- The state then began the introduction cided on today at caucus of Republi-ocriticism of the committee, the con- :
:can senators.
you these settlers and they uruay evening lJost, travel .Magazine
witnesses in rebuttal.
l.rought
X
SALVADOR'S PRESIDENT
test, and particularly the expenses in-- !
(Continued on page eight).
increased the values of this com-- j Sunset, besides numerous big daily
have
IS AT DEATH'S DOOR. V
lias
been
the
guest of your
munity so much: However, it is not: papers
Washington, Feb. 6. Martial X too much to boast that the results ob-- ' chamber and has spent two weeks ob- S law has been proclaimed through- Y
tained in tiie past year, while totally taining data for feature articles on
out Salvador. President Araujo
buof
this
section
the
The
from
those
ob
country.
in
different
character
lies in a dangerous condition,
reau in
with the School
tained in an agricultural community
the result of an attack yester-- ?l.ore
and of just as great of American Archaeology has furnish-- '
sure
as
just
assassins '
ix aay uy nve wouia-DMiss
not only data but about
id monetary value as those in an agri
Only one of the five shots direc
hundred photographs which will'
or
vicinity.
manufacturing
cultural
sur-him
took
Newport News, Va., Feb. 6.- - The hand to her tiller, and took her in
but
at
ted
effect,
,
New York, Feb. 9. William Avurlll ment of - the proposed dissolution,
a peculiarly lonu.iaie
Fe
is
Santa
- x
crew
vie(ne Norwegian bark Renlit. tow after a hard chase. After taking
outcome
a
the
of
geons fear
Ilarriman today made his entrance Both boards received the report of the
Icily. It has, by avoiding the great trst article to appear v as in the
follnd sai,ing abandoned off the the Remittent within
100 uiies of
machete wound which laid
ious
World
and
in
the second
which Azores
into the directorates of t vast ers- special committee appointed by the
American rush, been left to slumber! ork
tne Britfm tankej. Rqu. Cape Henry, the Roumanian lost her
head open from
by
the
president's
tem of railroads built up by his father, L'nion Pacific directors to dissolve thej
for three hundred years, and now that these photographs were used was inmanjan on januHry i!),. may be safe in a blow, still apparently
the back of the skull to the nos- E. H. Harriman. Yotfng Harriman, Harriman system. The plan was aparticles
.Mipu.uie. j
the awakening has come it is lonu- n t)(3 st(.amer Fjrareite, which sail- - with her big canvass snugly furled,
,
. ho is a senior at Yale, was elected a proved by the Union Pacific board, X captured and the authorities are
ed from Newport News, January 1, in condition to ride out a gale with
"vI,.k a cimenship who real-- ,, 0o.st start,d to a1Dear Foll it
stood, will be d.rectly on San a Fe for Naples and other ports.
director of the Unloh' Pacific at the and beld by the directors of the other X on the trail of the other four.
their great good fortune and pro-bare poles.
environs. Miss Baut is probably
the
Fe
to
:
Santa
i-quaint,
meeting called to consider plans for read for further consideration.
While the revenue cutter Onondaga
pose
While the report that the Fimreitc
keep
Hoimk.
........
tintt0r
........
.....
.,
. i.
,
,
..
,
..
. .
1 1. , , ... ,. ,
,
i
the divorce of that road and the Both' board hold separate meetings
mci nnu na ..:.!.
iimisu wbb preparing today to put to sea in had the Remittent's crew aboard
turesque ola Santa re, wnicn gives an; " c muoi uirU ..,;,.
who reported the details to the
Southern Pecific, demanded by the su- again this afternoon.
air of romance, preserve its an-- ,lb within the year, although this is a an effort to solve
X senate department today,
mystery which seems to solve what appeurei to 'ie a
said
preme court.
William Mahl resigned as
Equities, yet modernize it along lines bioad statement as other writers of resembled that of the unexplained dis- deep mystery, tbe revenue cutter still
X complete
tranquility prevailed
te.me,
such
as
Wharton
James, appearance of the crew of the bark will go in search of tbe bark, which
George
which will insure that this city will
Mr. Harriman succeeds H. W. De
and comptroller of the Union
throughout the republic and that
have been our guests and have been Marie Celeste in 1873, it was report- Forest Frank Trumbull, chairman Pacific and is succeeded by C. B.
probably is still sailing, a menace to
the attack was regarded as hav- - X always be the city unique in America, furnished
with photographs,
data, ed that the Fimreite, passing Gibral-- navigation.
Catching a runaway ship
of the board of directors of the Chesa- Seger.
X ing no other significance than at X the Mecca of the tourist, the resting
et tar on January 19, had signalled she! at this time of year, with no reported
Joseph Mellen resigned as assist- X attempt to "remove" President X place and playground for the tired
peake & Ohio, was chosen a director
ant secretary and is succeded by X Araujo. It appears that the ef- - X business man.
Owing to the interest taken by Mr. had aboard the crew of the Remit- - position to work to, revenue cutter
jr place of Julius Kruttschnitt.
Wr. F, Brogan, associate editor of the tent.
PUBLICITY.
That was the same day the officials declare, is almost a hopeless
The directors of the Union Pacific Thomas Price. Maxwell Evarts re- X fort was almost successful, if X
slowly from task, for the currents during the labt
Publicity Is the key which unlocks New Mexican, a member of the cham- - Roumanian, ploughing
and the Southern Pacific meet simul- signed aB general counsel and Lewis X removal to the other' world was X
London to Port Arthur, Texas, came few months have been up to tricks
X the door of prosperity and is the most
taneously and officers of both roads J. Spence as director of traffic. Their X the object of the assassins!
(Contlnued on page eight).
upon the bark sailing wildly with no i new to the oldest mariners.
costly of all items of town building.
beld out promises of an early adjust successors were not named today.
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CASCARETS

TARIFF

MADE

M

FEEL GREAT
CHAIRMAN

THE WINTER

Gently Cleanse Your Live
and Sluggish Bowels While
You Sleep.

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

dizziSick headache, biliousness,
ness, coated tongue, loul taste and
foul breath always trace them to
torpid liver, delayed fermenting food
in the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the intestines, instead of being cast out of
into the
the system is
blood. When this poison reaches the

WINTER GROCERY C

delicate brain tissue It causes congestion and that dull, throbbing sickening headache.
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgative waters force a passageway for a
day or two yes but they don't take
the poisons out and have no effect
upon the liver or stomach.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
the
ngulate the stomach, remove food
sour, undigested and fermenting
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
KVKtfiin
all the constipated waste
matter and poisons in the bowels.
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
head
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages fr0m your druggist means your
clear, stomacn sweet auu jum
and bowels clean and regular for
house in Santa Fe
exclusive
The

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

n--

grain

only

months.

Pbone Black WILL

,to"4r LEO HERSCH

45

A SUCCESS

Wood

oal

;
i

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

J.

THE RELIABLE

V. SPARKS

CI CCTDIPT

LIGHTING

ELECTRICAL

O

A

N,

and FIXTURE WORK

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Have

Your House Wired While You
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.

Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.

Can

Phone 223 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To E1 Paso Blsbee- - Dou'ass and
all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

A PC
PDHM CANTI A
llVUITl jAll
PC

ast

The

Best
Route

ffipor
kpf'

West

For Rates and Full Information'Address

EUGENE FOX,
NEW MEXICO

Q

CP

ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3.700 feet hove sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.
Regents

u

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA, Vice Presidetit
,F. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FIN LAY.

if
B

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

it

DETAILING

THE

VARIOUS

REDUCTIONS--

Applying
California, for example. Mr. Vnder-woostated that the exportations are
now running into many million dolhave
lars while the importations
fallen off from three million down to
?010,000 worth. Such a tariff, he says,
It ought to be cut
is prohibitive.
Underwood
Mr.
down. Therefore,
rroposes to reduce the tariff on
lemons titty per cent of the present
1
cents on the pound, or even put
them on the free list.
"We are going," says Mr. Underwood, "to put some of these things on
the free list in order to give the people of the United States some of the
real necessities of life. We have got
to make up the revenue that will be
lest in that way. There are a good
many Items in the tariff bill that will
pay a fair proportion ol the revenue
but at present the tariff bill Is like a
mountain with high peaks and low
valleys, and there are some of the law
valleys which are good revenue producers, but the high peaks, like the
duty on oranges, ought to be cut down
to a reasonable limitation so that we
can get some revenue from them."
Opposing this idea C. W. Temple,
of Florida, stated that the proposal
U- - get revenue would result in bankrupting the citrus industry of America, lie slated that the California
flowers are now producing more than
the demand. The crop is so heavy, he
said, that the growers have been compelled to advertise and to go into
every nook and corner in the United

WHEN YOU

YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED"

US.

FROM

WE SQUEEZE

BUY

HARDWARE

YOUR

OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR

GOODS.
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB

THE FIRST

FULL OF MONEY

WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

RELATIONSHIP
IS BADLY MIXED

WOOD DAVIS
Phone tt. If It

HARDWARE

--

Ohio, Feb. 6. Harry
Thornton Gray, 19 years old, secured a license today to marry Freda
Kredel, 16 years old.
It developed in recording t:ie cir-- j
cumstance that Miss FredeV the
bride, is the sister of the stepn other
of the bridegroom.
From this statement of fads Edward F, Morris, marriage license
as
clerk, discovered that inasmuch
sis
mother's
his
married
had
Grady
ter his mother would be his sitter-in-- !
law and his father his brother-in-law- ;
that he would be his brother's uncle
j
and his siter would be his niece.

Hardware We

Have-

-

COMPANY.
ououd

u

J

Columbus,

WOMAN

LEGHT
N

I'

THESE DAVS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most impo-

rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. dood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

IS APPOINTED.

Denver, Colo., Feb. 6. Governor E.
Mrs.
M. Aminons today appointed
Mary r. Campbell and J. T. Barnett
to the board of control of the state
home for dependent and neglected
children, succeeding Lucy M. Hughes
i'.hose- term has expired, and E. J,
Wilcox, resigned.

desired.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf- ress, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
fot any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family PillD for

order to take care of the present and
and that any
coming production,
citrus fruit admitted from foreign
countries would bankrupt growers before any revenue would result.
The Underwood bill will make substantial reduction on wood pulp, print
paper, cattle on the hoof, possibly
meat and cotton manufactures.
On the theory that tobacco is a lux
ury, the duty is to remain. Nobody
lae appeared to show wether the protection furnished by the tobacco duty
goes to the farmer who grows the
product, the man who smokes his
pipe, or the trust which Mr. Ryan and
Elihu Root organized. However, the
duty is to remain.
The cotton schedule is to be push'
ed down to ten per cent of the present duties. It was fifteen per cent in
the previous Underwood bills. The
reduction is a result of an .agreement
j
by the American Association of CotuxruTjTJVUuuxfUTjuxru-LTtnnnton Manufacturers, which
is dominated by the southern mill owners, to
accept such a reduction. Incidentally,
in this they were opposed
bitterly by
the New England cotton mill people
HE
v ho have to pay more for their labor.
The Texas and southwest cattle
raisers have been represented before
LENTEN SEASON
the committee by their regular attorney, Judge C. W. Cowan. Judge CowIS
an has always been a free trader and
a Democrat, but he says the cattle
men in his state did not vote for free
We are fully prepared
tiado in cattle and hogs when they
to
answer satisfactorvoted for the Democratic candidate.
He told the committee that the admisily all your wants
sion of free cattle from South America
The libt of county vice presidents would ruin the cattle business in the
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
United States, Judge Cowan admitted
was announced as follows:
CAREFULLY:
Cha-that the Texans were for free trade In
Bernalillo, Herman Blueher;
ves, Mr. Nicolas; Colfax, Melvin W. Iowa, but not in Texas. The same conSARDINES, Imported and DoMills: Curry. Chas. E. Dennis; Dona d'tion appeared when the South CaroAna, W. 11. H. Llewellyn; Eddy, W. lina delegation opposed free trade in
mestic.
G. Tracy; Lincoln, Frank S. Coe; lie- - peanuts and the Louisiana contingent
Kinley, Gus Mullholland; Mora, J. R. opposed free trade in sugar. All these
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
Aguilar; Otero, L. N. Jones; Rio Ar-- people are Protectionists for their
riba, Dr. L. M. Brown; San Juan, W. home industries and free traders for
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
!h. Chrisnian; San Miguel, V. E.
other people's industries.
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
Herculano
Lucero;
The California Cotton Mills com
Sandoval,
Santa Fe, J. D. Sena; Socorro, A. D. pany, of Oakland, California, has put
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
Coon; Taos, Alexander Gusdorf; Tor--' on file before the committee on ways
ranee, W. M. McCoy; Union, Dr. N. E. and means a long brief in favor of
KIPPERED HERRING,
Charlton; Valencia, VV. D. Kadclift'e; maintaining the present rates of duty
H.
Chas.
YARMOUTH BLOATER,
on manufacurers cotton, flax, hemp
Grant,
Lyons.
A few counties are still to be filled. and
jute.
CAVIAR, LOBSTER.
The next meeting will be held on
The duties on wool will. It is under- ..
Monday evening of next week at 8 Stood, he a lirrlp helnw flit.
FRESH MACKEREL,
o'clock at the Water Co.'s office, when eontained in the
cornpromise b, ve.
all interested are invited.
MILCHER HERRING.
jtced by President Taft. Underwood
has always opposed free wool, but the
VETERAN OFFICIAL
Bryan influence has been strong fcr
OF D. fc R. G. READ. a lower
CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
duty than that in the last tariff
Denver. Colo., Feb. C Joseph W.
proposals.
&
of
the
Denver
treasurer
Gillully,
Assuming that the tariff changes
and Lav
Rio Grande Railroad company,
rpfillfiA t ho ravpnim
tha
an employe of that corporation since cra(s are
io
preparing
bring
its organization in 1S72, died at his an Income-tameasuse.
&
It will no
home suddenly today. Death was longer be
possible for the supreme
an
heart
caused by
failure, following
court to veto such legislation under
attack of Bright's disease. He was the pretext of
unconstitutionality.
(he oldest official of the Denver & Rio
Grande in point of service, and had
Scratch Padi of ail descriptions anr
held a number of importaut positions all
qualities, 10 pounds for SO cent
with the road before becoming treas- - New Mexican office
ui er.
Mr. Gillully was born at ShrewsTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
bury, X. J., in 1851.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Work for the New Mexican. It la Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Forking tor you, for Santa re and it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
the new stata.
iuunnfuwuuvuuvuuuuvruwiin rt

POWER
N'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

1

IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

,

P

T

HERE!

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

WHOLESALE

Aaa
VvQQQ

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

-

EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY

The meeting of the State Horticultural Society last Monday evening, at
the Water Co.'s office, was not only
well attended but It was an enthusiastic one which may bring
lug results.
Hon. L. B. Prince presided and Mr.
Mr.
Oakley was secretary, while
Kaune as treasurer, received a num-- i
ber of silver dollars as membership
dues. Apart from the regular business there was a prolonged discussion
of insect pests and how to destroy
The codling moth, the pear
them.
slug and the leaf roller came In for
attention, together with the best
methods of meeting their attacks. As
the statements and recommendations
made were all from actual experience
in New Mexico, they were of large
practical value.
The subject of compulsory spraying
was considered, as the present law
was not considered effective, and a
committee consisting of Hon. W. H.
CUrisman, F. M. Jones and W. A. Wilmatter and recommend any necessary legislation, general or local.
The matter of holding a horticultural fair waB taken up and all expressed a determination to make it
a great success. The propriety of
at
asking state aid was discussed
some length, and finally a committee
consisting of Messrs. Owen, Pollard
and Norment was appointed to make
all necessary arrangements for a fair
in the fall, with power to represent
the society before the legislature and
any of its committees.
The suggestion that public meet
ings be held from time to time when
eminent horticulturists can be obtained to make addresses on practical
fruit growing and kindred subjects
was very favorably received and will
be acted on in the near future.
Attention was drawn to the importance of affording to those newly entering into the business, accurate information on various questions that
arise in their experiences so as to
prevent mistakes and save loss. This
is specially important as local conditions are so different in New Mexico
from those in most eastern states.
The result of the discussion was twofold. A committee consisting of R.
V. Boyle, E. H. Oakley
and A, J.
Fischer was appointed to prepare
brief circulars or leaflets of practical,
information on different subjects for
the benefit of new comers, and it is
proposed to ask all the leading papers of the state to establish a column of horticultural notes and queries
as a forum for the discussion of

IN
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P. AGENT,

F

WORK HARD
TO MAKE FAIR

IS DEFINITE

No Longer Do Women Fear The Great-cof All Human Blessings.

It Is a joy ami comfort to know that
tliono imi
pains and other disMEN FROM VARPROMINENT
tresses that are said to precede child bear,
E
HAVE APPEARED
lug may easily he avoided. No woman need
IOUS SECTIONS
fear the slightest discomfort If she will
THE COMMITTEE.
n
and)
fortify herself with the
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This Is a most grateful, penetrating,
(By Gilsou Gardner.)
application that at once softens ami
Washington, 13. C, Feb. (i. A gen- makes
pliant the abdominal muscles and
eral reduction of tariff duties approxligaments. They naturally expand without
which
prebills
in
the
that
imating
the slightest strnln, and thus not only
viously were passed and vetoed by banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
in
the
embodied
President Taft will be
spells, hut there Is an entire freedom from
bills to be reported by the ways and nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
means committee when the special that so often leave their Impress upon tlio
session of the new congress convenes babe.
March 15.
The occasion Is therefore one of unAt the hearings which have been In bound, il. joyful anticipation, and too much
progress Chairman Oscar W. Under- stress ran not be laid upon the remarkable,
wood has outlined with considerable influence which a mother's happy,
definiteness the nature of the reduc- disposition has upon the health and fortions to be made. The general prin- tunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
cipal is embodied in Mr. Underwood's
declaration that, "if you make your the relief und comfort of expectant mothers,
tariff rates balance the difference in thousands of whom have used and recomcost at home and abroad, including mend it. You will find It on sale at all drug
to the
an allowance for difference in freight stores nt $1.00 a bottle. Write
utes and stop there, the tariff will Ilradlleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Hldg.,
It will promote the j Atlanta, Ca., for a most Instructive book on
be competitive.
this greatest ef all subjects, motherhood.
growth of free competition."
that to the citrus crop of
IN

GROCERY CO.

UNDERWOOD

6, 1913.

IS Hooray! Baby To
Rule the House

REDUCTION

NOW ASSURED

Removal Notice

if
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units ai desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy convenlentattric- -
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FRESH FISH

Wednesdays

x

Fridays

j

OYSTERS

Modern Grocery Co.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

1913.

j

Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.J
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Janu- Albino Baca, of Galisteo, N. M.; Nee- ary 14th, 1913.
,tor Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N. M.J!
Notice is hereby given that Juan Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on j
Register
January 14th, 1908, made Homestead
NBJ
Entry No. 05420, for N
Sec
NB
NW
SW 4 NB
It will not pay you to watte you
tion 9, Township 10 N., Range 12 E., time writing out your legal forma
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice when you can get them already print"
of intention to make Five Year proof, ed at the New Mexican Printing conv
to establish claim to the land above
pany.
jdescribed., before Register and Reads. alwaf
want
Mexican
New
ceiver TJ. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
N. M on the 21t day of February, bring return.
2

4

1--

1--

J

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
t; exceed Nino Hundred Dollars per der by the County Commissioners,
Sec.
Wherever under tho law
annum.
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
In counties of tin? second class, nol any county otllcer is required to give Land Office at Santa Fe, N. ST., Jan- to exceed Seven Hundred and Twenty a surety company hond, the premium nary 2.", 1913.
thereon shall he paid out of the ConnNotice Is hereby given that Nicolas
Dollars, per annum.
In counties of the third class, not ty Salary Fund.
Gonzales, of Gulisteo, N. SI., who, on
t. exceed Four Hundred Dollars, per See. ::. Any county officer who January 6, 1908, made Honiestea'l
annum.
Sec.
SW
shall tail to account for or pay over 05358, No. 12763, for S
In counties of the fourth class, not us required by this act, any and all 20, N
Section 29, TownNW
to exceed four Hundred Dollars, per f, Ps commissions or monies earned ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. SI. P.
Following is tho first official copy which shall include deputies and all annum.
by him or coming Into Iuh hands by Sleridian, haa filed notice of intentio.i
of the county salary bill as it was in- other expenses except as nereinaitei
jn counties of the tifth class, not virtue of his office, shall be deemed to make five year proof, to establish
tioduced in both branches of the leg- - otherwise provided.
t0 exceed...
...Hollas, per annum. iKl,jty C)f embezzlement, and upon con- - claim to the land above described, beThe,
Sheriff, Kightee.ii Hundred Dollars.
Mature yesterday afternoon.
'ri,e compensation of jail guards Vi(;t jun thereof shall be punished hv fore II. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
Dot - a fjne
Deputy Sheriffs, a total of not to shall not exceed One and
measure, as here published, comes!
,lot lnon than Five Thou- Stanley, N. ST., on March G. 1913.
as witnesses-Faustifrom the joint committees on nuance exceed Seven nuncireu uouars.
names
Claimant
lars per day.
sand Dollars, or by imprisonment for
The county jailer and jail guards m,t ,1R,re tllau llV(! yt.a, s, or uolll
and is said to represent tho views of! County Clerk, Two Thousand DolTapla, Benito Romero, Isabel
the majority o the legislature. It 1b liars, which shall include deputies and oi guards shall be appointed by, and ai,d in addition thereto shall be sum- - Tapia and llilario Baca, all of Galis-teNT, JI.
understood that portions or this bill, ail other expenses except as herein-n'.le- shall be under the supervision and madly removed from office, by the
otherwise provided.
control of, the sheriff.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
aie not looked upon favorably by the
court imposing sentence.
the
Probate Judge, Three Hundred DoWithin the aforesaid limits,
governor nor by most of the DemoRegister.
And any officer who shall wilfully
llars.
,
cratic minority.
compensation of the jailer and ot fail or neglect to discharge
the duFourof
of
to
lieSchools,
Salaries
An Act Relative
such guard or guards as may be
Superintendent
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ties of his office, upon conviction
teen Hundred Dollars.
County Officers.
cessary, shall be fixed by the county thereof, shall be punished by a fine Department of the Interior,
it Enacted by the Legislature of
County Surveyor, Ten Dollars pet commissioners, and shall be paid ol not more than One Thousand Dol
I". S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
day for each day actually employed quarterly out of the Current Expense If1.B
the State of New Jlexico:
not
for
or
January 28, 1913.
by
imprisonment
nit- - uumu ui wuny Kuno.
commes miner orueis
section I. I ne several
Notice is hereby given that Filo- more than six months, or both, and
not
such
as
(
No jail guard shall be in
ommissloners,
employment
Provided:
in the State are hereby classified
,MiHrm then. in shall bo num. mona rmo de Alarfd, heir of Jose
to exceed seventy-fivdays per an-- . employed except upon order by the
fe llows:
do la Cruz Pino, of Gallsteo. N. M..
removed from office v,
riarily
district judge,
Those having in the year 1912 an num.
wno, on Nov. 2t, 1J10, made Home
sentence.
court
imposing
IN COUNTIES OF THE FIFTH
Further: The County
Provided,
assessed valuation of over Four Mil-- j
stead Entry No. 014S79, for SW
Any such officer who shall wilfully SW
CLASS.
Commissioners in all counties shall
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 R, and
i;on Dollars, as counties of the first
acitemized
to
swear
as
any
falsely
N
be allowed actual traveling expenses
NW
County Commissioners,
SW
NW
Section
casgi
rendto
be
act
this
count
as-; Dollars,
required by
in attending meetings of their
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
Those having in said year an
deemed
shall
be
f
Treasurer and
is ered under oath
P. Sleridian, has filed notice of Intensrective boards, when residence
sessed valuation of Two and
which shall
Dollars,
Tiiiimi Dollars and under Four Mil- from the countv scat. Such ex - guilty of perjury, and upon conviction tion to make five year proof, to esBhall be punished
by impri- tablish claim to the land above del'on Dollars, as counties of the sec-- j dude deputies and all other expenses - rinses shall be paid only upon the ,llf'''''''
state- - """""
l""
Itemized
except as nereinaiter otherwise pro- rendition of sworn
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
ond class.
"oro than live years, and shall he U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
... .,m
,
on
nents covering same.
Assessor
sec, 5. The actual cost of feeding summarily removed from office by on the 10th day of Slarch, 1913.
Dollars, which
sessed valuation of One and threeshall include deputies and all other jail prisoners shall be paid quarterly the court imposing sentence.
Claimant names as witnesses:
fourths Million Dollars and under
1.
Sec.
The
of
this
i
provisions
ruuu
i..uw
ui
uul
ui
uie
ail
f
Juan
r..iiciisB
'"
LlOlllirs,
Million
Btld
Baca, I'lacido Lopez, of Leyla,
imirai
Tvm
wise provided
the several counties in the state, but act shall he construed as applicable N. SI Antonio Villanueva, Agustin
counties of the third class.
Dollars
Sheriff
in no event shall more than such ac and in force from and after the date Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. SI.
Those having in said year an
One
Deputy Sheriffs, a total of not to uial cost he paid and in no event or qualification by the several county
SIANUEL R- OTERO,
of less than
Dollars.
officers elected at the first general
exceed
Khali the amount paid
exceed
fifty
the
of
counties
Register.
as
Million Dollars,
wins i utl, 1UI t ill JJliaUlll-- l yi I :..v.v..wi. .inn mm' , 111.3 vuiinuiunwii
liltll ChlSS
jo. the state.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
This 'basis of classification shall re-- i which shall include deputies and all day.
as hereinafter
No accounts for such
Provided:
Sec. 1."). That it is necessary for Department of the Interior.
main unchanged during the term for other expenses except
otherwise
provided.
purpose shall be paid unless the same the preservation of tho public peace
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. SI.
which the present county officers are
Probate Judge
are fully itemized and verified, and ap- and safety of the inhabitants of the
Dollars,
Jan. 10, 1913.
eec(p(1
Superintendent of Schools
pioved by the Hoard of County
State of New Slexlco, that the proviSec " Cpon the basis of the fore-- !
Notice is hereby given that Fernissioners.
sions of this act shall become effect- nando Gonzales, of Pecos,
classification the annual sala-- l .Dollars.
N.
SI.,
,
ive at the earliest possible time, and who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home- County Surveyor, Ten Dollars perl Sec. 5. Xo county officer shall
ries of the county officers in the sev-counties of the state for tho day for each day actually employed ceive to his own use any salary, fees thorelore an emergency is Hereby de- - 8tead En(ry No. 07110, for NW
herein-electedared to exist, and this act ehall Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
term for which such officers were under orders by the Board of County for emoluments other than as
lake effect and he in full force and 12 E., N. SI. P. Sleridian, has filed no- are hereby fixed as follows: Commissioners, such employment not above prescribed.
Provided: The Boards ot County effect from and after its passage.
to exceed 75 days per annum, and the
tice of intention to make five year
IN COUNTIES OF THE FIRST
compensation hereby fixed to be in-- Commissioners of the several counCLASS,
'proof, to establish claim to the land
'ties in the state shall, purchase and
above described, before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register
County Commisioners, Eight lluiv elusive of expenses.
county officers
land Receiver, IT. S. Land Office, at
Provided:
Whenever, during any Provide the several
derd Dollars each.
a"
postnecessary stationery,
Recorder, f;.,i(!ndal. vear. the fees earned
and:Ul
Treasurer ad
Department of tho Interior. V. S. Santa Fe, N. SJ., on Feb. 13, 1913.
office supplies,
the actual Land Office at Santa Fe, N. ST., Feb- Claimant names as witnesses:
Four Thousand Dollars; which shall turned into the county treasury byia8 and
cost ,hol'eo
to be I,aid out ot tlle ruarv 1, 1913.
Antonio
Encarnacion Gonzales,
include deputies and all other ex- lne county clerk, , exclusive of those
,
Current Expense Fund.
is herebv given that Reyes Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
penses except as hereinafter other-- derived from the district court, as
Notice
Sec. 7. All county
officers shall Criirule, of La Jura, N, SI., who, on Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
rtificato of the coun- shown by the
wise provided.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and
collect all June
Thousand
Dollars,
conn.
in
exceed:
Four
respectively
shall
charge
;ty
treasurer,
Assessor,
in, 11)10, made Homestead Entry
Register.
'which shall include deputies and H tios of the first class, the sum of fees, commissions,
mileage and per No. OlHfilS, for SW
Section 1G,
Thousand Dollars; in counties d'em heretofore and now, or which Townish 22 N Kange 1 W., N. M. P.
other expenses as hereinafter other-It will not pay you to watte your
vise provided.
jof the second class, the sum of hereafter may be, authorized by law Meridian, has filed notice of intenDol- - Three Thousand
Hundred
Five Hundred Dol-- to he charged and collected for
Sheriff, Thirty-fivtion to make live year proof, to es time writing out your legal lorra
I
when you can get them already printns; in counties of the third class, jcial services rendered by them, and tablish claim to the land above
to the sum of Three Thousand Dollars; shall keep an accurate and itemized
before Charles V. Holman, ed at the New Mexican Printing om
Deputy Sheriffs, a total of not
UJ
..
,n counties of the Fourth class, the! account thereof, and on or before tho U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. iVI., on March
exceed Fifteen Hundred Dollars.
Dol- sum 0f Two Thousand Five Hundred tenth day of
each month pay the 1:5, 1913.
Thousand
Four
Clerks,
County
liars, which shall include deputies Dollars; in counties of the fifth class, " me over to the county treasurer of
names
Claimant
as witnesses:
the their respective counties, accompany- - Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
Dollars;
(aid all other expenses except ast)e sum of
a
verified
each
remittance by
hereinafter otherwise provided.
salary of such county clerk for thejing
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
copy of the itemized account covered Marino
Probate Judge, Six Hundred uoi-- succeeding calendar year shall be
Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
All
such county officers
creased twenty-fivper centum; but Hereby.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
account
in
shall
and
manner
like
for
of
shall
Schools,
Eighteen ,lc BUCn increased compensation
Superintendent
Register.
of
over
treasurer
to
the
county
be paid during any year unless the pay
Hundred Dollars.
counties all such
County Surveyor, Ten Dollars per earnings paid into the county trea- their respective
'
HEALTH WARNING.
iday for each day actually employed sury during the preceding calendar fees, commissions, mileage and per
Chilled and wet feet result in conand
diem
heretofore
earned
hereafter
of
Board
County
the
aforesaid.
as
shall
been
have
under orders by
year
R.
A;
collected, for official services render- gesting the internal organs, and
Commissioners, such employment not
Provided, FiiiiLcf: Until relieved ed
and
of
bladder,
the
kidneys
dates
them
from the respective
by
Jto exceed one hundred and fifty days by the law from the performance of
with rheumatic twinges and pain in
TIME TABLE
courts, when they qualified as such officers. back, generally follow. Use Foley
district
of
of
duties
clerks
the
iper annum, and the compensation
of ex-- '
the
Within
from
inclusive
passage
to
be
days
fixed
thirty
hereby
the county clerks of, the several counEffective Jan uary 1st, 191 J- They are the best
ac- Kidney Pills.
of this act they shall likewise
penses.
ties in the state shall respectively remade for all disorders of the
i.iedicine
count
for
and
all
over
SECOND
such
fees,
pay
IN COUNTIES OF THE
ceive additional compensation as folLeave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to confor bladder irregulaties, and
commissions, mileage and per diem kidneys,
CLASj.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
lows:
rheumatism.
and
backache
They
for
earned and collected by them prior
Six Hun-dieCounty Commissioners,
No. 10 eastbound.
do not contain habit forming drugs.
In the counties of the first class, to the
act.
of
this
each.
passage
Dollars
in action, quick in results. For
Tonic
Dollars per annum.
Hundred
Twelve
arrive Santa Fe 12; 10 p.
Returning,
Collector,
All such fees, commissions, mileage
Treasurer and
sale by all druggists.
In counties of the Becond class, One
m,
Three Thousand, Two Hundred and
01 per diem which have been or may
Dollars per annum.
de- - Thousand
turned over to the state treasurer RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS
No. 3 carries passengers to Albi
Fifty Dollars, which shall Include
In counties of the third class, Six te
except
other
all
expenses
be forthwith paid over by said
shall
IN NATIONAL FOREST.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
pities and
annum.
Hundred Dollars per
Vnili'i. Is lieretiv si von tuat Uio lands1
to
of
the
s's hereinafter otherwise provided,
Coast points.
officer
the
treasurer
county
IliK.Tti
liulrtur omlinifinir
ncrt'S.
In counties of the fourth class, Five
Two
Assessors, Three Thousand
Leave
annum.
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conper
uonais
Hunorea
,,.
win
sublet to settlement ud
which
Hundred and Fifty Dollars,
OB u",w"
u,c m,.,,.., uniter
tile provisions of (lie home-- ;
8l,n uoo
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
In counties Of the fifth Class
entry
include deputies and all other
tho
Siate Auditor upon the said State 'mend luws of the United States and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
....Dollars per annum.
stat., ra). at:
nct of June n, mos,
1 rtaBllrel
"Cut-off- "
expenses except as hereinafter other-- I
with
die United States land ottlco at Santa
Albuquerque
Provided
Further:
During
And,
wise provided.
r.f,V,: mv TJ.',!1
The county treasurer shall issue i"
.Sa
train for Clovis and Pecos Valadditional
the
district
of
court,
teims
Sheriff, Three Thousand Dollars.
remit-- j t:utii cl.aimiiiB any of said lands for ugri- -'
ley points.
deputies may be appointed and their proper receipts for all such
.
, -- ,
Deputy Sheriffs, a total of not to
hn nme.tnl ncennnlH of h ;t''"u""
fixed by order of the rmifPR.
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
nut
same,
compensation
abandoned
and
has
Returning,
n.is;
liioti,
Hundred
Dollars,
exceed Fifteen
county officers shall be subject to in- - a preference right to make a homestead
district
m.
judge.
Thousand
'
for tho lands actually occupied,
County Clerk, Three
In coun- sptction and audit and shall be in. entry
And, Provided Further:
SiM lu))(l8 wcro lisU,(l upon t,e llI)pilca.
leave Ganta Fe 6:20 p. m. to conjTwo Hundred and Fifty Dollars, ties bordering upon a foreign coun- si ected and audited, bv the Travel-- turn of tho persons mentioned below,
to
nect with No. 7 westbound cara
iiKht
have
who
which shall include deputies and all
subject
preference
li,o Andiw
the nriur rin'ht of anv such ftetlle, pro
try, additional deputies may be em- ...0
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
joiner expenses except as hereinafter ployed at an expense of not to ex- Sec. 8. The treasurers of the sev- - vided such settler or applicant Is quail- 4 eastbound.
lied to make homestead entry and the
otherwise provided.
in
create
shall
state
counties
the
Dollars per eial
ceed Fifteen Hundred
iireferem e rlirht Is exercised
prior to
Probate Judge, Five Hundred Dol-a fund to be known and designated March 27, tais, on which dale the lands) Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
aim u 111.
wiU
lars
m.
s
BPtllumPht T.mdsare
Fund, to which i htf niw oua
person.
0.',ni0nrta( n, snhnnis Sixteen And, Provided Further: In counties - thebeCounty Salary
all
credited
v, herein the number ot school rooms
received
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con- Leave
nf
4
moneys
'V'iTfw'T.hf.1
n'i.8W
of
Hundred Dollars.
. .
l
A
A
I
.U- - .....
,.,.,
b.
I.. ,1...
J iiwemy-uve-...a...
"
,
.l
o.,,.,.
8 eastbound, an
v
mc
-m
uues
exceeu
mo
not
s j2 f XTv
uic
uie Ba.j"um
ouuiio uitjonuueu
j
"
neet with n"
County Surveyor, Tell Dollars per,Hry of the
or sw
or fy
the sw
of
of Schools preceding section.
superintendent
westbdu."''9
No.
.9.
day for each day actually employed shall be Six Hundred
'A?
From all taxes and licenses iYVw 1.1 f kw
TA
Dollars perl Sec,
under the orders by the Board of annum.
of w
Sec. 1;
Of whatsover character which
havei ww Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
such
employa. m.
County Commissioners,
in
been
collected
counSec. 3. All traveling
ac'of
the
several
or
Klisep'M. Vigil
expenses
acres, application
ment not to exceed one hundred and
ties of the state since the qualifica- - f?,f,Pal,,ola,' Nr,,,MirIilco:,
and necessarily
incurred
I'!?1,
tually
by
IS
he
fifty days per annum.
for
Call
sheriffs and their deputies while en-- tions ol the county officers elected nw
the. bk
of HE
of nk
IN COUNTIES OF THE THIRD
of NIC
of 810
the
of KW
at the eeneral election held on Nn-gaged In the service of criminal
CLASS.
issued out of the Supreme Court vemher seventh, 1911, and which are the SW
ot
of NW
of NK
Four Hun-- I or a
County Commissioners,
of NW
of NW
SK
the S
or
district
when issued hf reafter collected, eight per centum of
court,
SIC
NW
SW
NW
of
of
the
dved Dollaru each.
bv a justice of the Deace in the state s'uill be deducted and credited to the
See. S, T. 22 N., R. 1 W.,
of SK
47.50 acres, application of I'erfecto Pa- Treasurer and
Collector, f the jssuance thereof is approved in aforesaid County Salary Fund.
Mexico:
List1
New
of
ReKina,
dilhi,
Hundred Dollars,
Twenty-fivwhich, v.ruill(; by the district attorney or his
Provided:
of NK
The S
of SW
of!
That from said fundi
of NK
of SW
the NW
NW
shall include deputies and all other assistant, including the
there
shall
be
to
of
paid
predecessors
employment
or
HIS
SW
the
NW
of
expenses except as hereinafter other- - BJld necessary traveling expenses of present assessors all commissions of nk
of nv
of nw
the n
wise provided.
SS'hkVJ To Have Your Upholstering and
guards authorized by law to be em- lawfully due from collections which
it it. Furniture Repairing Done. Work
of SW
of NW
Twenty-livHundred ployed, and the necessary traveling iirfi bjisd nnon nPKmpnte murlo hv of NK
Assessors,
Best. Prices Right.
Tf
Dollars, which shall include
depu- expenses of prisoners, and including such predecessors respectively.
ties and all other expenses except as maintenance for horses actually nebee. 10 Except as otherwise pro-- : n
WE MAKE
.4 )lf NE ,.4 nf 8K ,.4, thr
hereinafter otherwiso provided.
of SK
nf NK
of SK
cessary for the official duties, shall i.ueu in mis act, me salaries oi all NK
Kitchen
Cabinets,
Step Ladders,
ol
NK
of
br paid by the respective counties in county officers shall be paid quarterly
2f NW
Sheriff, Two Thousand Dollars.
1. T. K
N.. K. 6 K., lfi
Counters, Shelving, Ironinf Tables.
Deputy Sheriffs, a total of not to ex- - behalf of which same may be incur out of the County Salary Fund, upon Jiercs, nppiicatii on of V'ietor Romero, of
New Mexico; l.lst
ceed One Thousand Dollars.
arrants drawn by the county com Ilriefonso.
red. The actual expenses incurred in
trnet within nnniirveyea out what
RERAN WORK OF ALL KINDS
Hundred Ol about the service of civil nrnoesu r.lissioners. Such salaries shall he nil! nmlmlilv- be. when surveyed,
County Clerk, Twenty-fivNeatly and Cheaply Done.
L'oilurs, which shall include deputies in behalf of county or state, shall llko lp' - ld from the respective dates upon
corner No. i, a may luia roek inaik-- ,
Such expenses shall which the several county officers qua-lo- t
end all other expenses as hereinafter wise be
paid.
.
the
east
corner
....
,
led
whene
quarter
otherwise provided.
n. (jam, uuij, iijuii ui. leiiuiuun ui ii - nfltwi
f ec. 3fi. T. IS N., K. 3 K Dears N
N. 4fl chains, nnrt
Probate Judge, Four Hundred Dol- mized sworn accounts filed in the; Provided: Salaries of county sup- 4:' 'h ff W. Iti chains,
SANTA FE, N. M
county clerk's office, approved by the erintendents of schools shall be paid t.'miinK thence h. 10 chains; thence e"
lephoae 157 W.
lars.
s. 22.50 chains;
'"''"en
out
of
comniissioners
the
and
ch'll'Vy
quarterly
district
county
county
V
general
Superintendent of Schools, Fifteen
(hence S. is cleg. R. 18. 2n chains; thence
judge. Ill the discretion of the dia- Buliool fuud of the respective coun- - r. n chains; thence N. 10 chains; thence
Hundred Dollars.
K.
10
thence N. 15 chains; thence
ties.
1udee
such expenses may alsn
w 1()chains:
County Surveyor, Ten Dollars per tlict
h..in. .i.pneo n. 2 sn 6
Sec. 11. Should the County Salary thence W. 5 chains; thence N. ehiin:
wIk
''e
in
the
"
dept.
attempt
each
for
J,?id
day actually employed
day
"n nlin' w- 22 e3 chains; thence S. S9
or Hiresi any person Fund , at anv .Ulne be Insufficient io;rt(1(f
under orders by the Board of County!'0
w 17 el)nlng to thH plaoe of b(.Kin.
,
a felony, but only upon ray tne salaries Jiroviuea lor to be nlin?.
There. Is excepted therefrom a
Commissioners, such employment not c'larSe'
.10 feet wiile described
as follows :
the rendition of like sworn accoun's paid therefrom, or any part thereof, strip
to exceed Beventy-nvlleRlnninK nt n corner on the east line of
For Repairing of All Kinds
days per anfiled as aforesaid and approved In the deficiency shall be paid from the the tract, whence the east quarter cornum.
In Metal and Wood
Sec. 36. T. 18 N R. 3 R. bears
of
ner
Fund, which fund northwesterly the following courses nnd
IN COUNTIES OF THE FOURTH
writing by the district judge. Vpoa Current Expense
6 del?. 30 mln.
distani-es- :
W.
2J.63
N.
shall
be
to
the
reimbursed
extent
of
all
such
of
expense accounts
approval
CLASS.
GUNS, BICYCLE,
S. 89 dog. W. 5.17 chains; N. 43
so paid as soon there- chnlns:
deff. W. 16 chains: N. 40 chains; N. 41
County Commissioners, Three Hun- warrants covering same shall be any deficiency
extend-in50
30
W.
min.
rteB.
and
as
funds for such purpose shall
chains;
drawn by the county commisiouert after
dred Dollars each.
LOCK, KEY and
thence 15 feet on each side of a line
be available in the County Salary mnnhiK
S. 45 deft. W. 7 chains to the
Treasurer and
Collector, upon the county treasurer payable
where the end of the strip closes
SPECIALTIES
UPHOLSTERING
Two Thousand Dollars, which shall f'om the county Salary fund, herein- Fund. Any surplus remaining in said place
on the boundary line of the tract, the
County Salary Fund at the end of net area being 06.76 acres. Said tract
Include deputies and all other ex- after created.
of F. E.
Sec. 4. The compensation of coun- any calendar year may be transferred was listed ofupon the application
Arizona: List
penses except as hereinafter otherKingman,
128 Galisteo St. Phone IOfJ
to the credit of the County Road Fund Carrow, Approved
January 3, 1913. A.
ty jailers shall be as follows:
wise provided.
of
Assistant Commissioner
- V. Proudfit,
or
orCurrent
Fund
In
the
counties
of
not
the
upon
first
Expense
Two Thousand Dollars,
class,
Assessor,
the General Land Office.

COUNTY SALARY BILL AS

Your Appearance
Speaks For Itself.

-

j

OFFICIALLY

to look their very best. .Putnot only pleasing, but It is good

It is the duty of everyone

ting the best foot forward
business.
Your income and its amount has a great deal to do with
the way you cm dress, but not everything. Almost as much
as the
depends on how you spend your money. If you buy
will not get
a
is
that
it
you
strikes
you
certainty
impulse
Kill value. Your buying should be done with forethought.
You can gain full kncwledg of when, where, and what to buy
in a few moment's time each day.
It takes no longe- - than that to go through the advertisements of the. merchants of this city, the best of whom advertise in THE NEW MEXICAN. Read these advertisements
closely and constantly each day, then you can be sure of
getting the best that money can buy at the lowest price for
which it can be sold.
Is
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THURSDAY,

INTRODUCED

)

-

r

e

weeks, the last publication
to be made at least one week before-saireturn day.
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
New .Mexico, this 5th day of February,

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE secutive

IN

UNITED STATES FOR THE
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
The United States of America,

DIS-

Plaintiff,
No. 218.

vs.

A. D., 1913.

John King,
Defendants.
It appearing from the complaint in
the above entitled cause that the same
is commenced for the purpose of removing a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
lands
to certain
title of plaintiff
within the district of New Mexico,
and that the defendants, Robert Caldwell and John King, are not inhabitants of and cannot be found within
the district of New Mexico as shown
by the return of the marshal of the
district of New .Mexico, made on the
16th day of January, 1013, and that
said defendants have not voluntarily
appeared in this cause; now on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by the
court that the said defendants and
each of them, do plead, answer or demur in this cause by the 7th day of
April, A. I)., 1913.
It is further ordered that a certified copy of this order under the seal
of this court be published in the
Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the district of
New Mexico, once a week for six con

Robert Caldwell

&

WW. H. POPE,

Judge.

(Seal)

true copy,
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.

A

1

of the Interior,
Santa Fe, N. SI.

Department

U. S. Land Office,

Jan.

10, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Marcos Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. SI.,
who, on Slarch 7, 1907, made Homestead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
13
N
Section 13, Township
Range 8 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
at Santa Fe, N. SI., on Feb. 12, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela,
Valencia all of Kennedy, N. SI.,
and Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Gallsteo,
Abe-lin-

N. SI.

-

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Re-

If not

D Our

Specialty- -

PLANTERS
t

.

R.

d

Dry Farming Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
.

& S. F.

!

OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.

.

-

1

1,

at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct

Box 1804, Department Q,

d

e

310 San Francisco St.

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED

S

re-er-

i

PROMPT SERVICE.

SEEDS FOR WESTERN

E
E

-

Corn-goin-

'

BARTELDES' SEEDS
WESTERN

11

1

-

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

S

,t--

-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

GENERAL LIVERY

Phone 139.

""

-

j

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

W. A. WILLIAMS,

PONIES.

one-hal-

one-hal-

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
SADDLE

1-- 4

Denver, Colorado.

j

i.

B"

si-a-

j

Iw.rx:::u

j

and Gram
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
on Your Feed Bills.

j

1

We Will Save You Money
Let us have a Trial

;

'

p

wr,"

-

Order and Convince You.

i

'

V--

.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

if'sw

w..

M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J

.

f,

4

116 (JALISTEO

STREET.

f10r

'1

j

"Central"

!

J

f

1

1 1 1 1 1

I I I

I I

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1

'

I I 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

H

For All Eastern Points.
THROUGH LINE TO

"MV&OTnw'
4

and the Pacific Coast
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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iTyJu",

-

'

if-

-
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4

I'sLi,
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Salt Lake City, Ogden

S'
4

j

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

Now Is The Time

e

e

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,

j

4

;

-

SHORTEST LINE TO

Train

Reports.

pro-jcts- s

e

ic"ed

-

B

,

s

mITbvXZI

J.F. RHOADS
::
"FixitShop"
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THE

POP" 6EERS TELLS HOW ALIX WON IT.

HARNESS RAC- E-"

et Dickered) back and gave the heat mated that $00,1100 was invested by
Ryland T. was plac- bettors. Alix was back a half length
t
t the start, but closed
on Pixley
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 0. The great-harness race in the world was the
"Pixley took the sixth heat after rapidly and coming into the home
trot at Washington a battle with Alix. The seventh was flretch pulled clear and won iu 2;0H
Jlo.000
the second fastest heat of the
Walter K. took the pole at
l i. Ml, peculiar.
Tark, Chicago, September
the turn and in the back stretch Pix- race.
3893.
"Alix won $75,000;
Pixley, $37o0;
ley and Alix were close up. At the
For excitement, uncertainty, bril- half Walter E. pulled out, letting Pix-Itliant trotters, sameness, bitterness,
through. In the stretch Pixley SioOO. The three leaders finished the
Alix were fighting and I slipped luats as follows;
disaster, betting, scandal and unex-Jonpeeled termination it is unequaled.
through on the. rail with Nightingale Alix
1
th
lion liv u lino rl
You have heard "Pop" Oeers tell a tul
.2 10 2 2 S 1 2 1 2
Pixley
how Alix won, breaking four world's
"The eighth heat went to Pixley xjghtingale
9
.
3 3 5 2 S 1 3 3
records, as we sat in the Pollings alter a battle through the stretch with
track forge, watching the smith shoe Alix. Thus ended the second day. Alix
In this race it was charged bv the
Geers' colts.
By G. R. Pulford.

to Lord Clinton
ed seventh.

Capital Bar
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Cof-trot-

s

"POP"

' POP" GEERS' STORY

OF FAMOUS
HORSERACE.

j

O ICE US
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"The greatest race T recall," said
Oeers, "was the Columbian Exposition
Make. It attracted the greatest trotters and was marked by unsual incidents. The field consisted of Alix,
2:09
Huida, 2:08
Nightingale,
and Oreenleaf, 2:10
Ryland T..
Lord Clinton, Alvin and Pixley, 2:11
Walter E. and Little Albert, 2:10.
"The first heat was trotted on Wed-esday and we finished Friday. Huida
broke down and Thursday night Alix
was so sick we feared she could not
trot Friday.
"Alix won the first heat in 2:07
breaking the world's race record. Ulrica took second and third and Alix
won the fourth with darkness confing
on, breaking Little Albert's four heat

j
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V

poZamt

.
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"ALEX HAD THE POLE, BUT WAS CUT OFF BY
PIXLEY, AND R LAND T. RAN OVER HER.'
and Pixley had two heats each; Hul-- newspapers that the "talent"
stung tf Alix, was fined $100 by the judges,
da, a cripple, had two and Lord Clin-- , when Huida broke down,
hedged to for expressing his opinion,
ton and Nightingale one each.
Alix outgamed and out trotted Pixrixley, and that a coterie offered Mor-"That night Alix was sick and a Iris J. Jones, owner of Alix. S2f.no tnJey although handled indifferently.
verterinary worked hard to" pull her; lose the fifth heat, and upon his re-- j The mare created records for the four
through in condition to finish the race.! tlllll tha t,1,,itti,v
. ...
. .
.r
..
I. ..
j
races anuj aianuu
...B uu UJ .!.
ana nine neai
To
aiiuieignt
surnrisp she wnrmert m.
"running down by Ryland T.nsicy
The
occurred, pikes' race record of 2:08
In th" afteraora
Thfi jlul?es were criticized for not dis- - time for the nine heats was 2:07
bix were out for the ninth hear. qualifying Dickerson,
2 11
Pixley's driver '" 10
Fixley was favorite and it was est!-- , On the contrary, Jack Curry, driver 2: 09
2:12
2:09
2:15
'
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.

4

4
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arms across the border. Many reliable reports are arriving here every
renewed
day of greatly
activity
among the rebels in northern Sonora,
Colespecially in the Ajo mountains.
onel Emelio Kosterlitzky, is due to
arrive in Agua Prieta tomorrow with
a heavy force of rurales to strengthen
that garrison and frontier which arc
af.ain seriously threatened by rebels.
of
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WHO WROTE THIS
TELEGRAM IS QUESTION,
(Continued

wholesome, with an interesting lovei
story, brilliant comedy lines, and with!
a plot of intensity, augmented by a
company of players all favorably cast,
and with a scenic inreeture of massive and magnificent reproductions of
me locaie urausiarK snouiu prove a
magnet in drawing patrons of the theatre to tho Elks' tomorrow evening.
There seems to be some confusion
arising regarding this play, It is not
"Beverly" that was played here early
in the season.
''Graustark" is pre
tinted by the same management thai
"World's
athlete", the Car-- !
gave us those two striking plays, lisle Indiangreatest
who lost his
Olympic
"The City" and "The Third Degree."
laurels by admitting that he
The play tomorrow night Is one oi Kfuue
liad played baseball for money, photo-the most popular now on the road,
j

j

POOR BUSINESS
IN WALL STREET
New York, Feb.

C.

Compared with

lvcent averages, the volume of business in Wall street fell off nearly 50
per cent in the forenoon today. Trad- ing was of a highly professional
Interest in the market lagged
and brokers gave almost as much at-- '
tt ntion to the action of the exchange
governors to prevent "wash'' sales as
to the market itself, which was neg-- j
Ucted much of the time. Continued
st alviiess of copper metal abroad and
sales of the copper shares for the ac-- !
count of foreign interests brought
prices for the group, but the effect on
tho general list was slgiht.
Krporis of good earnings by some
oi the nui thw tstti n roads furnished
a backlog for the standard stocks.
char-jacte-

j

j

;

Honds were irregular.
Harriman stocks become Heavier
about 1 o'clock. The general market
ruled sluggish and uninteresting, al-- I

from page one).

earliest possible moment to be read
publicly before the members of this
house so that the culprit may be
brought to justice and the stigma
removed from the fair name of this
legislative body.
Chief interest in the bouse, outside
of the De Baca resolution, centered
in the Rogers fence bill which was
This bill is a "come
t'P for passage.
back" measure of the homesteader in
reply to the present fence law adopted
in 1009, which, the homesteader assorts, is drawn in the interests of the
cattleman and makes a legal fence
something that few homesteaders can
pfford to build.

j

.
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" SIGNING UP."

THORPE

Pope Motor Cycle

j

,i

-

j

j

Baca-App-

!5

....r

Sonora to make that point their head- iTHIEVES STEAL 18
MILES OF COPPER WIRE.
quarters in nn attempt to force intervention by the United States.
Kingman, Ariz., Feb. (i. Eighteen
The Santa Rosa and Curry ranches,
riiles of copper wire leading from the
thirty miles south of Douglas In
Scnora, were raided yesterday, al power station at Needles to the gold
norses, provisions, guns and ammu- - u.mes at l omeert has te n stolen anu
. ight tons
uition being taken.
of it shipped to Los An-The leader of the raiders is Rod- - ipeles. according to a report to thej
rigues, who was recently released sheriff today. Even the poles were
from Phoenix, Ariz., after trial on tnken by the thieves. The wire was of
charge of violating the president's heavy copper valued at $1,000 perj
Older with reference to transportation i "'ile.

Hayward's dramatization o
"Graustark," which has been approved
by George Barr McCutcheon. the famous author of the novel, will be pre- sented at the Elks theatie tomorrow
r.ight, February 7.
The organization is the same which
has met and is still meeting with such
unprecedented success in all the larg- er cities throughout the country. Pre- senting a paly of more than ordinary!
clean and;
interest to theatre-goers- ,

y'

j

record.
"That fourth was disastrous.
The
'talent' backed Huida for $73,000 and
the Californian led into the home
Ptretch where the break down occurred. Alix, Nightingale, Pixley, and
Lord Clinton were bunch behind
Huida and when Hickok pulled up,
Alix won the heat.
"We started the fifth heat Thursday about 3 o'clock. Alix, with two
heats, was favorite, but before evening Pixley was first choice on the
strength of Dickerson's driving.
"Alix had the pole but was cut off
r.y Pixley, and Roland T. ran over her.
won the heat but the
judges

Grace

z"f

-

l

GRAUSTARK AND
BEUERLY NOT
SAME PLAYS

W.

Lich-Unstel- n

'

TROOPS WILL GATHER
ON MPyir.AM ananco
C ArrangeDouglas, Ariz., Feb.
ments are being made by the Ninth
CDvalry to greatly strengthen the
border patrol between Douglas and
2vac0.
This is a result of well founded reports that renegade activities of rebels
In the Cananea country are imminent,
it being reported that a scheme ia on
foot by rebel leaders in northern

PHONE 239.

n

6816 2321

.

'

Schlitz

Lemps

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

-

free-for-a-

i

1913.

red his release.

CONFESSES

WORLD'S GREATEST

6,

i He pleaded for a law thut would give
Wong's appeal today and
Government atlor-nt-y- s the owner of live stock a square WILLIAM FARAH
EMIL JftlGNARPOT
deal and asserted that If the Roger's
tiled notice of appeal.
amendment were adopted It would put
the cattleman In such a position that
SICK CAPTAIN
he would he without protection.
Mr. Tully moved
to table the
OF POLICE
amendment.
Mr. Rogers wanted to
speak on the amendment but Mr. Tully
objected, asserting that as "bis life,
New York, Feb. 6. Rheinlander property and everything," were at
Wfllrin., NeW Ynrlt
utaha .1in iha fgna Vrf Dtinh n.o Kill
- - - - ft eoniiniRSlOner Ot tjLMt.V
V,f
Mill, IUCIL
ipolice, suspended from duty today i,e j,ad received "the marble heart"
Thomas Walsh, police captain, who !m(j tilat he did not see why he should
confessed on his sick bed last night show any favors. The amendment
that he was a grafter and had shared was tabled, by a vote of 25 to 21. The,
graft with an inspector of police and- question then came up on the passage
another man higher up. The coin- of the bill and Mr. Rogers launched
mibbioner took action as soon as he lnlo a Ions Bpeccl, in favor of the
had confirmed from the district attor measure.
anu b The
ney s omce uie aumenucny oi
ew bills were Intro-cotension. No action against the in-- ! duce,d lowing
in th0 house ye8terduy after.
55 San Francisco Street.
spector had been taken this after- noon :
noon.
125 Mullens and Chaves
B.
No.
II.
On Monday, if well enough, Walsh
An act providing for a tax on tan- will tt il his storv to the itrand iurv.
STEVE KETCHEL MAY
8Me
property of corporations and hi!
Numerous indictments are expect-REPLACE JOE MAN DOT.
'I nia
ed.
afternoon Commissioner dividual and providing for a state
Chicago, 111., Feb. 6. Barney
tax
board.
Waldo conferred with Mayor Oaynor
today telegraphed James
H. B. No. 12(i Clancy Appropriat-hiof San Francisco, that he will
concerning the latest revelations in
$000 for a bridge across the be glad to send Steve Ketchel against
muh investigated department,
steadily under fire since the murder pecos river near Puerto do Luna, Harlem Tommy Murphy in the west- iof the nimbler, Herman Rosenthal, uuauaiupe county.
em city February 22, to take the
last July.
H. B. No. 127 Ooodell An act to p:ace of Joe Mandot, the southern.
1810-13- ,
Dennis Sweeney, amend Sections
New York, Feb.
Compiled champion, who has been taken
of police, was suspended uws of New Mexico.
H, B, No. 128 To appropriate $6000
;from the New York police force by
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Commissioner Waldo this afternoon, f0r a bridge across the Rio Colorado Mexican, the paper that boosts ail
the time and works for the upbuild- jliis name had been mentioned in the!m.ar Roy, Mora county.
trail ( omessions mane jasi nigiu uy H. n, No io9chavesTo provide Ing of our now State.
tolice Captain Thomas Walsh, like- tfor the management of the state ;
a fW
ad 08'8
A. Iu,le.
.vise suspended today.
b.ary, the naming of a librarian and cents
and brings wonderful results
With Sweenev were susuended two1
when published in the New Mexican
Hussey and
H. B. No. 130 Young and Padilla
police captainsJames
James F. Thompson. Each has for-- Extension of Camino Real west from Try one.
merly been an inspector of the dis- - Albuquerque.
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., King- trict over which Sweeney ruled until
H B
ro-tc
13lM.
(full name furnished on
day. but were demoted to captain-- ,
&
&cnss
cles . Walsh s story will be present- - 1hp no Grando fp
application) had such decided benefit
ru HI Mir fIUJIU JIU
UIl
JIUIIUUJ,
it
by
heT g
i.
,.uc. ii:,..,;.
mt.uu m;f01. a state highway from y,prov,dh;g
u.uC, H7i,n,.,
R0SWell to
fortune
others.
with
She
writes:
ask for indictments.
Las Cruces via certain towns, etc.
H. B. No. 133. by Tully. nrovidine '"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for a state highway from Hondo to brought my voice back to me during a
CHARGES AIRED
severe case of bronchitis and laryn-jgitlSocorro and thence via the Ocean to
Oh how many people I have re-- '
AGAINST U.
Ocean route west.
commended
it to."
For sale by all
B.
No.
re-134, by Gurule, an act
;
ATTORNEY H.
quiring sheriffs to employ police of-- druggists.
fleers.
B'
o. 133. by Gurule, an act in
officials'
,H'
ot American
at El Paso being
to bridges and highways.
... wi,
n
,ho M,HirelatM
' houne passed Young's bill Pio- PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
govetnmenf were made before the .J.1" for a
delegation from this
house foreign affairs committee to-- j
to
state
With Imported Magneto.
the
anniversary of the battle
f
day by A. R. Burgess, of El Paso
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
Gettygbul.g,
left at toe factory.
tcrney for several claimants of dam THE SENATE IN
ages growing out of the border trouBRIEF
SESSION TOO.
bles. He declared that assistant U. S.
The senate was in session for a
Attoi ney Engleking had settled "sub
time this afternoon. A number
rosa" with the Mexican consul, the short
of bills were referred to committees,
claim of one woman. Representative
two new bills of minor importance
Kendall advised Mr. Burgess to pre
were
sent his allegations to the department mattersintroduced and other routine
transacted. The senate then
of justice.
No furadjourned until tomorrow.
The committee was considering a ther action was taken on the public PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,.
till to pay $2:!G,000,000 to Americans. monies bill.
HV2T.
Payment is urged with the idea that
this government shall demand reim
bursoment from Mexico.

ti:Ined

II

FEBRUARY

Mr. Rogers championed his fence
strongly, and Mr. Tully, himself
.t cattleman, opposed it.
As originally drawn, the bill provid-jefor four wires with the posts
thirty feet apnrt. Mr. Rogers sought
!o amend the bill to have but three

JOHN HAMPEL,

Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

bill

d

virs.

j

graphed in
tract with
the coining
is standing

This brought

Mr. Tully to

his feet.

the act of signing a con- - p'e denounced the proposed law, in
the New York Giants foi unmeasured terms, asserting mat it
season. Manager McG raw would practically wipe out those ph
neers on whom the already heavy
behind him.
debt of a new state rested heavily.

DECISION LEADS TO
FEAR OF YELLOW PERIL.
l.os Angeles, Calif., Feb. G. An In-- :
vasion by coolie Chinese is feared by
immigration inspectors as the result!
ot a decision handed down today by
Judge Wellborn in the United States
district court holding that a Chinese
once legally admitted to the United
Slates could engage in any occupa-'
ticn he desired.
The case was that of Wong Kui, a;
laundry worker, arrested for being :
it gaily in this country. Wong display-- ;
ea a certificate of admission as a mer-- I
chant, issued in his name, and Bigned
by the United States commissioner on
the showing that he was not following
the business set down in the certi- iicate. Judge Wellborn, however, sus-- ;

--

siHENRY KRICKe-?DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

ELK'S
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1913.
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DRINK HABIT
QUICKLY

CURED

though several low priced specialties
wc re in brisk demand.
Distillers se- - By Neal
curities gained 1 and Colorado Fuel
j 2 points.
CONVINCING OFFER
Stocks vibrated within a range of
half a point with the general move-- I
If you are afflicted with the Drink:
r'ent dominated by the erratic course iHabit come and take the Neal Treatlet the Harriman Btock. Reports and ment, holdii
g this as the agreement:
f'enials concerning the status of the If at the end of the treatment you
inwith
the government
are not entirely satisfied that you are
(negotiations
f.uenced the frequent fluctuations in perfectly cured we will refund you
Union and Southern Pacific,
every cent paid, or, if you desire, deThe market closed steady. Ob posit the amount of our regular fee
scure specialties which were pressed in any bank or with any responsible
for sale found a very narrow market. firm, to be paid to us only if you are
Southern Pacific, under renewed pres- satisfied at the end of the treatment
sure sagged below 105. Other stocks,
For full information call upon r
Albuhowever, were not especially altered aefdress NEAL INSTITUTE,
and the trading was perfunctory to querque, N. M 216 West Stover avethe end.
nue, Phone 321,

Treatment!

(QLRMffil MJM
Production Complete to the Minutest Detail

j

Q

-

SPLENDID CAST,
INCLUDING!

Miss Louiszita Valentine and Mr. Lawrence Evart

Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50.

Seats Ready Now, Fischer's Drug Store.

Established
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Incorporated

1856

IPERSONALS STUDY LATINiMs
f

1903

ii

HAM-MAU-

(Owing to the great Interest maul
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requestn its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
munlcations sent by mall should bear
the signature of the writer).
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Crafts
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Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
BraES and Copper;
Letter Racks;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
Hammered
Holders;
Copper
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special ordjrs made on short notice.

SAYS PROF.

PRESIDENT

i

UNIVER

Mrs. Ilnrvey, who bus been HI for
some days, is reported to tin imSITY LAUDS CLASSICS AS AID j
proving.
IN LEARNING TO WRITE CONCISE
125 Palace Ave
Miss Harrison Is ill at her home on
Palace avenue.
ENGLISH.
M. I.. Fox, editor of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, arrived in the
city yesterday and is registered at
That many University
graduates
Parlors No. 2 Lincoln Avenue
the Palace hotel.
'can not write "simple newspaper En-- ,
E.
well
known
Elmer
Veeder, the
KI.K'S HOME)
of
the
of
(OIM'OSITK
their
because
neglect
glish"
attorney of Las Vegas, Is at the Pal- study of
and Oreek. was the
ace.
declaration made today by Dr. David
David R. Uoyd, president
of the it. Boyd, president of the University
NEW LINE OF
University of New Mexico, arrived in of New Mexieo.
Al.'ss llollins arrived about ten min
the city yesterday to attend the conDr. Uoyd was seen at the otliee of ntes after nine.
were rs tl.i:g
ference of educators which meets to
Inof Public
we heard a scream
My
morrow at the cnpitol. He is regis- State Superintendent
fivsently
'struction Alvan N. While this morn- wife exclaimed. 'My! what's dial " I
tered at the Palace.
ing, and he discussed sewrnl phases1 old her thought '.! was some uracil's
FOR EVENING JWEAR.
Mayor X). K. 1). Sellers of Albuquer- of
university life.
Then u heard another
quarreling.
from
the
arrived
yesPuke
que,
City
COST
AT
GOODS
It is a very disagreeable criticism, jfroin the direction
of the Lyon's
WINTER
ALL
is
OUT
He
CLOSING
terdav.
Montezuma.
at
ARE
the
WE
Two or three minutes latpr,
Col. R V. Dohsou, the well known no doubt, but it is true nnueilieless." l iace.
Duke City attorney, is here on legal 1"' continued, "that many University my wife said she thought she would
men neglect their own mother tongue. m0 to )0lj i,n ,iKli Hi, V cut Id put the
.A. 1ST ID
business.
He is at. the Montezuma.
Frank A. Chavez, a resident of Ks-- i One would think that the art ot ex- ('0oS oll h,.si. siie went out with the
pressing one's ideas clearly and con- f!0R8, closing the sitting' room door
tancia, is a visitor in the city.
.,1' rV,u-l,,Miuu l?ulh
clsfly would he worm acquiring, inn behind her. A minute later I heard
N,
M)u,,i
it. i iuiovv ui.iliiu j.
,i many fail to acquin
ran out, the trout door
at'
i
i,..,.,,
liav
been. ol- - ;,, Si(W Ulv wfP lcmiiiig against the
,
, ...
..".
several explanations
.
yesierutiy auei spending mice weiy;
'
post at the corner of the porch.
;
in the Duke City
She expects to re- 1",H"' "ll
hi. in., numi .uifl u,- - started for her and had gotten about
main in Sanla Fe for a few days be Son IS ueeuUBVscorn the study ot the classiiiarter of the way on the path when
fore returning to her home on the
Mcs and neglect a great opporlunity v
., It
Clou-mi.t.i Tl,
T5.nr,Q
negro darted by me across the bushu.i
lO
in
ot
learning
exults
es and out the front gate.
art, accompanied her from Albiniuer-- ,
sentences from Latin and
que whither Mr. Stewart went on translating
"When I reached my wife, she exor
seem
Greek. It may
'reactionary,'
business matters a few days ago,
or 'behind the times' jCUllllU'U. ue Hiiw uune noiuei ui ii g,
S. H. Mudge of Chicago, superinI curried her on to
SUGGEST
the value of Latin dreadful to me.'
ever
to
tendent in the postal service, is a
&
porch, opened the screen door
a medium of learning
as
Greek
and
Santa Fe visitor today.
her down inside. Then I saw
to write good English. As a teacher and laid
cut. in her throat and realized for
E. D. Williams of Los Angeles-- , ar-- ,
the
well
what
I
that
know' very
however,
tile first time what had happened. I
rived in the city today to close a
students lack today is a train- rushed
underflow irrigation system, for the manyin
my gun
up stairs, obtained
their ideas, cpiickly
ing
expressing
and went out into Hood lane in search
ideal in connection with the Danahoo and simply."
fi r llin siKRHitMiit
rntnriint in i
rights in California,
Does
Discussing the work of the students
nnd fmind
Fred Lambert of Cimarron, mem-- at
tne suue iiiiivhhj, ui. iwju num. blamined I knocked vigorously and
bcr of the mounted police, is in San-- . "It. is
gratltying to note mar uiey iMiss Hollins came to t lie door and
ta Fe on ollicial business.
do not believe
are hard workers.
who was there before opening
Your Patronage Solicited.
RevFormer Collector of Internal
find any university with a Ml. I
could
you
'It's me, Mr. Heacb, let
replied:
is back in the iiiviim.
enue Henry P. Ilard-sha- r
earnest
of real
in.'"
t.ie
hands
with
ancient
aagin
city
shaking
I
stlld).nts who appreciate the value of
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
Heach said lie left the house soon
bis many friends.
,i nro ,tKlmiiK i( inakinir the
:,i,0
Urto
his
to
tJl!"ho,1(!
l,'n'
1ap:ain
J. B. LAMY,
J. E. Hestand, deputy Internal reve-- i most or it"
He met the two Wytnan
r.ue collector, is in the city. He has
of et.., ;Pl'ysician.
n nnv. Wnml ,hp
who lived across the street,
,
,
,
icoclors,
thrnnirli
insf mjidp- n Irin
,
...
o thw- st.'iip
tain professors in tin- - easi who uae
lx it....i
n..ti
to ner abo,ifj(,d Kngijgi, s a reciuirement
Mrs. blautter is connnea
.Pinh and tlittn
fi'nm i lio A
mn.
home with a case of tonsilitis.
he
that
said
He
for admission
whou Dl, Hall
William M. Gregg has returned thought it sad indeed, that cerium
R
,p(1
an(
.
from San, Francisco where he spent heads of schools ot engineering
. ...
and
,
, .
,
, ,
five months in a hospital undergoing cIectrlclly ImVe announced that they
i 811U
11 " aS " v 01 y
S1H
Decauhe
Palllllll
.....
.,
t l,l,. c.,,l.,,a
two surgical operations following nn
on to me."
I ;""
Mid
takattack of typhoid fever. Mr. GregR!ull
In
before
examination
English
has regained his health and is glad jllg p th.,,i,. Btudies.
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
to be back in the capitol again.
, (li8CllljKillg tllP fu(ure 0f the state
John .1. Herring, late of Port ( ol- 1llivtM.H,(
y Preaident. Hoyd declared
lins, Colorado, is a visitor in the cUyj(luU .m eanuHt t,ffort ,s ))tmt, ln.lt(,
coming here for the purpose of being nQW tQ br)g
UIl?h Bc)loolg ot- the
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
admitted to practice, law in New Mex- - m,w 8tatfi h)t0 closf,r touch with the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
'
uie.uu.u u, u.t- lmivvsitv, so that schools and 'var- Colorado liar and practiced his pro- ,ty may' work llal.monio,lsiy in the
X icssion a., run loiiiuh.
cause of education
Captain A. H. Hardy, of Denver, is
expected to arrive here tonight to
jD T
give an exhibition of target shooting FOREIGNERS
itliam3 Veg"
E
ii 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. The
y
LIKE
NOT
DO
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
captain is touring the southwest for
BILL!' etabieuornpouna-in- etr
a cartridge company showing what
Own Stories Here Told.
Phone, 189 J.
feats can be performed with a pistol
'
in the hands of an expert.
D. C, Feb. C When
7
Washington,
:
n
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
o- Just after my
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INCREAS
since March 1, 1912, in the
number of direct branch

of the Remington
Typewriter Company in the
offices

United States.
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Fire,

BEACH TELLS STORY
OF ATTACK.
(Continued

from page one).

Life,, (Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE

low necked

which paysyou atall

IS

A GREAT COMFORT,
We have some of the
e
Finest Brussels Carpets and
kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some jHandsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
to Close Out at Cut
which We are

Mrs.

wore a brown skirt and a
white shirtwaist
City Property, Farms
Mrs. Beach corroborated the narRanches, Orchards
rative her hupband related. She si.id
Land Grants, Etc?
hefrom
had
attacked
the
her
negro
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE
lling by laying his hands on
her to her
shoulders and forcing
IN THE BEGINNING!
knees.
She said she was too
to scream after the neero hpd
struck her on the side of the head
Of
with a heavy stick. After she scain-cdshe heard the door slam and saw
KAUNE & GO. the negro run as her husband came
H.
to help her.
Telephone 194 W., Room
BEACH'S STORY
Beach's story was as follows:
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
"The three of us went into the
- NEW MEXICO
Safe
silling room fronting on Hood's Lane SANTA FE .
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The importance cf this fact to
the typewriter user lies in the. expansion and
development of Remington Service. Efficiency.
The two factors of Remingtci? Typewriter

Supremacy are Quality and Service. The one goes
with the sale ; the other follows the sale. The one
is in the machine; the other is back of the machine.
And both are essential to the permanent satisfaction
of the typewriter user.
The great expansion of the. Remington Sales Organisation has
advanced our service lacihties beyond any standard attained or attainable in the past. This service goes everywhere and it covers everything.
Whatever your need in i he typewriter service line, whether ribbons, carbons,
to supply that
inspections, adjustments, rentals or ojwrators, the means
need are bound to be close at hand i your machine is

MONARCH,

All Kinds.

S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

U

.

a

SMITH PREMIER

or a

REMINGTON.

ton
in gCompany
Rem
Typewriter
(Incorporated)

1645

Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
:

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

P'

Waekly, U month

U.00

Weekly, par ysar

Oiurtsr, ky mill .
Mrrl,r-

Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH

1.25

.
-

.(1.60
.

in 1870.

Organized

rime It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety at of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES

RATES

Pr

Vice-Pre.-ide- nt.

Growth
tions.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

-

L. A. HUGHES,

R. J. PALEN,

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight r.iddiugs
William F. Brogan

FEBRUARY 6, 1913.

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

jA3E SIX
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needs.
Credit and Deposit AcCommercial Bills discounted.
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exand Purchases effected.
Sales
Telegraphic
change
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request
-THE VALLEY RANCH
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"O, THERE'S SANTA CLAUS."
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touched by them and enjoy what they A telegram is useful for the message KICK SPOILS FACE,
BUT NOT WEDDING.
say and do.
that it brings.
Last night at the movies one picYork, Pa., Feb. 6. The kick of a
IMPALES SELF ON SWORD.
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and
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and reporls. taxes have actually been lowered at the same
an
of
result
approach toward
all
It
was
the
increased.
revenues have been
by any other method
equalization, but never could have been accomplished toward
a single end, to
t
i.an oard, working
than by the work of a
New Mexico needs this, perhaps, more
both reduce and equalize taxation.
than anv other .state in theUnion.
e want
She is a new state and is seeking to increase her population.
lands
our
want
occupied
We
of
new
capital.
growth. We want investment
and our mines operating.
In locaThere is nothing to which a man who is thinking of a change the
in the section or
place
is
If
it
taxation.
to
high
as
as
looks
quickly
tion,
he contemplates settling in, he gives up the idea of a change.
taxes
Likewise, capital is the most sensitive thing in the world. High
are the most dreaded foes of capital.
a
These things must be considered, and the bill of Senator Walton is
for the presstate
better
in
the
conditions
better
of
direction
in
the
step
investent residents and opening the way for increase of both population and
ment.
board provisThe dangerous proposition in the bill Is the
aV01The8llatet

non-par-

"non-partiza-

ion.

.

causes cold chills to chase each other
He abhors the very suggestion of
a
of
the
down
and
standpatter.
spine
up
not
is
that
a thing
partizan.
'
board does
He does not know what to do vih it, and a
methods.
to
boss
not look easy to operate according
Herein lies the danger in this excellent till. It takes taxation out of politics and that would be confusing to the political boss, as the taxation or
question is his long suit.
The stale tax commission might not be easy of manipulation and therefor,
a bad thing.
II is to be hoped that at least a record can be made on this question, that
the people may know just how each legislator stands.

That expression,

"

"non-partiza-

o

THINGS ARE GETTING

TOPSY-TURUE-

V

The pay of American school teachers, averaged throughout the country,
is $1S5 a year. It is $2S less than that of unskilled day laborers. It just
about equals the average pay of ministers of the gospel. Moreover, both
teachers and preachers have to "dress their parts" there are times when
Which really cuts their
they cannot afford to wear clothes that are shabby.
scant wages further down. Economically, therefore, they are almost at the
bottom of the heap.
a day if you
Compare this average teachers $1S5 a year income $l.."t
"seomit Sundays with what fellows like Hill make in peddling inflated
curities." or Armour in cornering btif, or Astor in just sitting tight while
other people hoist the site value of their land, and you get a picture of how
topsy turvy we have let things become.
A good teacher or preacher, a tood writer, a good artist, any person
who has a vision to impart, is, of course, worth tremendously more to American society than a stock jobber or pork packer or other kind of predatory
"plute." Give all credit fairly due to the captain of industry or the Napoleon
serof finance, and the fact remains thac, when he is honest, he is only a
vant of man's more or less transient material needs; and, when dishonest,
a robber. Whereas, the imparter of a vision puts into life a value which eterborders.
nity itself cannot cancel. He enriches civilization to its uttermost
That, of course, is what saves the day for the poor teacher, preacher
or prophet. Otherwise the penury f his lot would be insupportable.
But in this day of diffused intelligence and social understanding, doesn't
it seem ridiculous that we should go pouring into the hairy paws of a few fat
masters of money Immense riches lor their children to abuse while such
real benefactors as the teachers and preachers have to scrape along not much
better paid than tramps?

PROGRESSIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE

It is a little amusing to note the standpat organs, or one standpat organ speaking hopefully of the "Republican majority," and the "constructive,
progressive legislation" that is likely to result.
The hopefulness on the part of the organ is touching.
The house has passed some bills that do give reason to hope.
bill, the full crew bill and the resolution
They passed the
for direct election of United States senators. All are constructive and proHut how about the senate where the Republican
majority is
gressive.
absolute and where it can absolutely control every measure that comes
before it. The bill providing for a traveling library system did not last a
The bill providing for punishment of public officials who are
minute.
venal or publicly disgrace themselves, and their removal from office, was
bill was executed at its first
killed in a drastic manner. The
appearance. Was that "constructive and progressive"?
anti-lobb-

anti-lobb- y

n

The result of the proceedings of the present session of the legislature
will be very far reaching in effect, not only in the evil that will result from
the slaughter of bills that have for their object New Mexico's advancement, but the good that will be accomplished by the removal from public
life some present day obstructionists and the elimination of some present
day bosses. While the infliction is sore for the time being, it gives hope
for the dawn of another and a brighter day.

Certain men, in and out of the legislature, are preparing to send up the
balloon. It will be a spectacle worth seeing and the result may be a "Fourth"
celebration in February instead of July.
0

physician has declared, "Crying is the best exercise for a baby's lungs."
But it would seem as if there were other things to be considered in this connection beside the baby's lungs.
A

0

"Trusts are a blessing." So says one of the partners in big business. Of
course, he is talking from a personal point of view, as the man who has an
interest in one.
0

And now, a scientist Is endeavoring to find the germ that causes paralysis. In his search it might be well to include the barroom.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Balieta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.

s

Send

119 Don

for Price List and

Full Infoimatlon.

Oaspar Avenue.

'

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.

j

'

MABSON & MENDENHALL,

Proprietors.

j

g

AMERICAN PLAN.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

j

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

j

s

1

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

1

j
i

Meals, 50 Cents.

-

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

j

w

k--

'

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

ev-tli-

AS

s

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

i

7f

witb

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

-
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SANTA FE, N. M

AGENTS.
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WONDERFUL! INSURANCE
TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM

Read what is offered

:

Qer-p-an-

i

it

250.00
nnn Aft

ff

IAnA

$e nn
GENERAL

9

HALL & HALL mattliSSsSa?,n

AGENTS

Dan-seldo-
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Sliiif&A""'

Paia for death fiom ordl
21 Oem
Paid tor death from ary
nause
oary acoident
CAA AA Paid tor accidental loss
1B,d for dismemberment
1
or loss ot SlKht
IIVViW of oneforhand, one eveloss of
Paid
accidental
Paid tor accidental death,
nfl one
Ann
2 iVVfW.Uv
hand, one toot or one
dismemberment or loss of
eve
travel
accident.
by
accident
sight travel by
Weekly Indemnity for tola'
CI1 AAA
Weekly indemnity for total
U.UU disability
from travel accident
ability accidental injuries
Examination Required.
one-hal- f
Medical
No
weekly Indemnity.
For partial disability

$

j

b'ood-stalne-

CONTRACT!

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS, GANN, Prop.

WHY'S

STAGE HUE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
north bound train and arrives at
the
cents.
25
Regular Means,
Taoa at 7 p. m.
RoomB for Rent, 25c and 50c
Ten miles .shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
Good covered hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare $5X0 round
trip. Teams
French Noodle Order, 20o a dish.
furnished commercial mtn to take In
Mew York Chop Sney, 60c. the surrounding lews. Wire Embudo
.

station.

s

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

6,

I

Why

Is
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Better

ia not alone the wonderful raisintr
qualities, or the c ertainty of results.or
the purity, or the uniformity, or the
economy, that is rapidly making
Calumet the most popular Baking
Powder. It is the perfect combination
of all of these things.
You need only to use Calumet
once to make you a
Constant user. Ask
your grocer today
test it in your next
Insist on
baking.
Calumet.
HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition.
Chicago, III., Paru Exposi- tioa. France, March,1912

!::::JL
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MAN OR MONKEY.

and hideous
looking wild man was killed in the
hills back of Navajo mine Saturday
Morning by a young Indian boy. The
object, beast or man, whichever it
may be termed, has been menacing
the natives in tlreir daily work for the
The man was entire-lI ast five months.
without clothing, his entire body
being covered with a coat of thick,
coarse, dark hair four inches long.
The only part of him which was nor-mally human was his feet, which per
10 or
No.
a
have
would
required
laps
11 shoe.
The face was chinless and
only one lip was visible; the forehead
sloped directly backward of the head,
something after the fashion of the
cannibal. Small beadlike
pink eyes were concealed, set deep in
the sockets behind long and grimy
eyelashes. The arms of the man were
four feet long, and long, sharp
adorned the finger tips. The
man measured full seven feet in
A vicious, grotesque

d

ill

Yoti Jon 't save money when yon buy cheap or big-ca- n
bakii powder.
more i hotesome
Don t be mislead, Luy Calumet It $ more economical
best results. Calumet is far superior to tour milk ana soda.

s

height.
For five months the natives had
reen telling of this menacing object
which has been seen by hundreds,
prowling about the rocks both day and

and it would always make a
rapid escape over the rocks and disappear in a certain canyon, traveling
with great speed. A young Indian boy
was traveling across the country with
u Winchester and evidently must have
cut the monster off from his retreat
ha came straight towards the boy
who raised his rifle and fired twelve
snots at his body, eight of which took
effect, but only one of them did any
in
will be
all likelihood
something serious damage. The body was takeTi
Valdoing with the lands of Sunshine
into the camp at Navajo and the comley and the railroad may take on new pany physician prepared a glass coflile and extend to our town. Hund- fin, in which the
body will be preservreds of tourists will visit our streams ed in alcohol. D. T. Brown, an itineand places of recreation, and casual- rant
photographer from Albuquerque
ly size up our town and surround- - brought the story back from a trip to
r.igs. Questa Gazette.
the mines Sunday. What the man had
been drinking or what ailed him, we
BURGLARY EPIDEMIC.
are unable to say. Gallup IndependLast Friday night Carmack's ware ent.
house was broken
into and some
goods taken, and also the same night
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
two saddles were stolen from the
premises of James Swope, one of
'the saddles belonging to Mr. Swope
MONTEZUMA.
and the other to Mervin Wells, who
E. A. Davis, Albuquerque.
was stopping at the Swope home.
C. G. Bell, Santa Rita.
II. H. Timmerman, Atlanta, Ga.
There was evidence on the ground
near tho Carmack warehouse
Mrs. R. Boulware, Albuquerque.
that
.1. W. Manney, City.
a sack or two of meal or flour had
A. N. Wormwood, Espanola.
been laid on the ground.
Several
clews were followed by the officers
John J. Herring, Aztec.
and the flour was traced to and found
Robert S. Blatchford, Reserve.
at the home of a boy by the name of
John M. Smith, Morlarty.
The mother disclaimed
J. F. Rinhardt, Willard.
Donaghey.
C. F. Johnson, St. Louis.
any knowledge of the matter and
Claude Black, Stanley.
stated that the flour must have been
I. H. Mudge, Chicago.
placed there while she was absent.
E. Peden, Estancia.
Young Donaghey was arrested and
'
had his hearing Monday, the justice
Emmett Wirt
E. W. Dobson, Albuqurque.
holding him to a grand jury under a
bond.
D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
L. Sessers, Kansas City.
The theory of the officers is that
there was a plot among several of H. F. Kern, Denver.
E. P. Clair, New York.
the juveniles to leave town and the
Guss Schleienpaff, Buruo, Kus.
taking of the saddles and flour was
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Troth, Denver.
to properly equip the expedition
to
Frank A. Chavez, Estancia.
newer fields. The boy that was arrested has stood pat. up to date W. J. Metz, El Paso.
R. W. Wortham, Dallas, Tex
end will not confess to any wrong
or "peach" on a sihgl 'pal" and until
EUROPEAN.
he does or other clews are obtained
M. O'Neil, Cerrillos.
the affair must remain in "status quo."
George A. Graydon, Chicago.
Alamogordo
W. T. Boyd, Antonito, Colo
G. W. Manvllle, Las Vegas.
THIS FARM O. K.
Horace
Harper, Torrance.
Here are a few of the things grown
J. J. Hink, Smithville, Texa.
by Mr, Herman Doerge on his quarter
Charles Chadwick, Albuquerque.
section in Missouri valley, about four
John L. Zimmerman, Las Vega
miles south of Obar.
CORONADO.
The items are taken from his final
Apolonio Duran, Taos.
proof testimony and were therefore
Leonardo Fernandez, Taos.
given under oath.
Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque.
' V. H. Smith, Little Rock, Ark.
"Had cucumbers, onions, cabbages,
almost every kind of beet except
Ben Vigil, La Guna.
Adan Mananares, Ballecito.
charge. I had pumpkins galore and
.It e Barloc, I as Vegas,
squash of all kinds. Come out and
look in my cellar if you don't believe
but, Baca, 3elen.
it.
J. u.r. uiisi, '..as Lunas.
After enumerating the main crops,
Charles W. Footz, City.
cane,
corn, beans,
Wilem Hbrmocn, City.
maize, kafiir,
broom corn, giving the acreages and
When Burton Holmes recently gave
yields in the usual form, Mr. Doerge
l is celebrated
went on to say:
travelogue on "Panama"
"In addition to the above, I raised at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he was
various amounts of the following, in seriously interrupted by continual
the past five years.
No one
coughing of the audience.
Teocente, 2 acres in 1912 and same annoys willingly and if the people with
two acres in rye same year. Thomp- coughs, colds, hoarseness and
tickling
son sweet watermelons.
Everlasting in throat would use Foley's Honey and
Sweet watermelons, Alabama Sweet Tar Compound, they could quickly
watermelons,
Rocky Ford melons, cure their coughs and colds and avoid
common muskmelons, Early Harvest this annoyance.
For sale by all drugmelons, Little Gem melons, Big Jum- gists.
bo melons, Sweet melons, Sweetheart
melons, Kansas Stock melons.
MUST NOT STEAL
"Melons were hauled away from
SERVANT GIRLS.
free of
my farm in wagouloads,
the dead beet white, red, yellow,
St Paul, Minn., Feb. G. The house
black, purple, sugar beet; purple-towife may no longer by artful wiles enHorn
Cow
other
turnips,
turnips,
dearest friend's prize servant
turnips.
Virginia peanuts, Spanish tice her
.
peanuts. If you don't believe it, ask girl into deserting the home where
the neighbors.
They will tell you a she reigns supreme so that she may
whole lot of things I raised but have become queen of the enticer's kitchen
if State Senator A. J. Rockne can influence the legislature to pass a bill
which he says he is preparing.
Mr. Rockne would make it a felony
DANDARUFF
t . so "steal" a servant girl. The
perfect servant girl, Mr. Rockne
says, is a jewel, a precious one, and
when one is found who just exactly
fills the bill in a household he thinks
it should be made a crime to entice
her away.
Friendships between women, the
night,

NEWS OF THE STATE
SHOULD SUCCEED.
From all appearances Colfax coun-- :
ty, especially the southwest part of it,
is destined to become a dairying country. Cream is being shipped at regular intervals to the Raton creamery
fiom the Bell dairy ranch at Ute
Park, This is one of the industries
that should be fostered by every
farmer and rancher in the country.-CimarroNews.
n

THE ONLY HERD.
The only herd of buffalo iu New
Mexico are now located on the Hall
miles south
ranch, about twenty-fivThe herd belongs to
oi' this place.
"Buffalo" Jones who also has 1000
head of Persiarino sheep. It is just
a nice drive from La Lande out to
where this famous herd is located and
riany will avail themselves of the opportunity to see them. La Lande
e

Leader.

TALK DAIRY.
Mr. John H. Gilbert, of Norton, N.
M., was a pleasant caller at our office while in Montoya yesterday. Mr.
Gilbert is a prosperous farmer living
about 20 miles south of Tucumcari
and came in to talk the dairy business with us. He assured us that a
carload of good dairy cows could
easily be sold in his community
thus the contagion, the spirit and desire of the farmers of this section of
New Mexico to embark in the dairy
business spreads, and may it continue
to spread until this partion of the
"Sunshine State" is the most prosperous of all other section. Get the
habit, boys, and talk the dairy business. Montoya Republican.
A

CORDIAL INVITATION.

There will be about live acres planted to tomatoes and onions here this
year to where there was one last
year. Practical experience has taught
ub that these two crops are money
makers and that the Lakewood country produces them to greater perfection than any other spot on the
globe. Come to Lakewood!
While we are confidently awaiting
oil developments, the people of Lake-woowill continue to grow the mam
moth Denia onions the finest in the
world, and the big red tomato for
shipping and canning. These two
money-maker- s

grow

to

perfection

here, which cannot truthfully be said
of any other section of the country
far or near, and Lakewood farmers
are this year planting a much larger
acreage in both than ever before.
Come to Lakewood!

Lakewood

Pro-

gress.

.

WILL BE A HUMMER.
Questa will be a hummef when
spring breaks and don't you forget
it. Every indication points that way.
What are you doing to help? When
the frost is out of the ground and
the weather permits, a gang of men
will be put to work on the Questa to
wagon road. The forest service will spend $1,375 on this road
end the county will likely spend an
equal amount. Most of this money
will remain in Questa. The Red River mining camp will draw hundreds
of people to the camp and most of
them will pass through Questa. There

GREAT GAME IS
PROMISED FOR
SATURDAY

Prom-ess-

y

RECEIVED

v;

forgotten now. For instance, there's
radishes, lettuce and. a lot of other
things.'-

ET
POWDER
BAHIHG
y,
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Are You Nervous?

The high school boys and girls and
ruine or their friends are already
tettlng into a fever of excitement
ever the basket ball games which will
he played at tho Armory Saturday
li'f.ht with the boys' anil girls' tcaiiiH
of Las Vegas. The Meadow City co.
horts will arrive on the Cy.'M train and
will be ready to give battle at
o'rlock.
Tickets are selling like wild-lirand 50 cents each, the cheaper
"'
tor the past
t ckets for children,
four years the Santa Fe boys and
!,rls have played basket ball, the!
game which makes one lithe and energetic. But it was not until last year
C d these athletes look around
New
Mexico and challenge other teams.
Santa Fe started out by losing one
game to Clovis and taking one from
Las Vegas. This year the boys and
girls have continued their activities
and recently played Las Vegas, losing the game to the Meadow City.
l'ar from discouraged, the Santa Feans
lite ready to give battle again, re- to
did
memberlng well what they
Las Vegas last year.
Two games are scheduled, one with
the boys and one with the girls of
the Meadow City and from all indications both teams of both sexes will
which will make
I ut up an exhibition
(spectators breathless with excite-inent. Here's hoping that Santa Fe
will shoot goals, early and often Sat-i.rday night!

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you tlo. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
It acts gently on the womanly organs,
vegetable ingredients.
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

j

A

good coolt,

A. S. Ilrook.--

FOll HKNT A three or nix
house furnished or tm fur nin
ply to I S. Lowitzki.

room
i

Ap--

hand tniagy,
FOR S 1. 12 Second
used only a short time, rubber tires,
nutomolile sent. Cost $125, will
'in. Call 'ZTi Hickox street.
tul-'--

I'i'iiiiaiii'iit resident connected with
stale government desires to rent mod-- .
em house or cottage close In.
lliix .)., Santa Fe New Mexican.
It elands to reason thai what will
cure Must prevent. iJon't you owe
your constitution a little consideration
b fore it is too late?
If so, try two
'weeks at the famous Ojo Callente Hot
Springs, New Mexico.
'

.SALESMAN to sell new education
o school boards. Exclusive
Liberal
territory. No cornpentition.
.proposition. Union School Furnishing
Company, 1034 W. Van Buren St., Cbi-- '
cago, 111.
j .

fcpeeialty

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term.,
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," sent Iree. J 50
lor Sptcial Instructions, and

ROOMS OR HOUSES.
List your rooms or place your orders for rooms furnished or
or houses furnished or unfurnished for rent or lease with Mrs.
Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin
block. Select list always on hand.
Saves you time and money,
uiinir-nishe-

SPEAKER BA6A IS
BUSY

Yesterday was Speaker Baca's day
the house and the little speaker
succeded in passing several measures
of especial interest to Santa Fe. It is
Speaker Haca's boast that while he is
(always ready to work for the state
large, he never has been in a
session without putting in some
licks for his home city of Santa
JUJ ls
"
original oa.ua re.
Roster when it comes to legislative
work and it was Speaker Baca who:
started the paving campaign in the!
state capital.
Yesterday he secured the passage
ly the house of if. B. No. 124 for the
building of the Camino Real between
Fe. This
Albuquerque and Santa
measure provides for the completion
01 mis mgiiway
ui b.cuo
uimm
comiu.ss.uii u.u
i

.

g

Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. 1 had
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.

j

The
Mass., Feb.
Cambridge,
Rev. William Boyd Carpenter, bishop
nf Ttinon. now nf Harvard as William
l.'elden Noble lecturer, favors smok- ing by women if they like to do so.
"If the men find it a pleasure
liv should that nleasure be
ulegated to the men and not to
women?' said the British clcigym.au
today.
"Ther-are women in England who
are well thought of who smoke. There
jfire many colors in the rainbow, so
there are many tastes in people to-- !
day, AVhat may be a pleasure to the
mm may be given to the women. Mind
you, I am not discussing this from the
moral point of view, but solely from
its being a pleasure."

'

Cardui WomarfsTonic

-

ENGLISH BISHOP
DEFENDS SMOKING

Wanted
i

,

j

tot

legls-smnk- p

thc!El

t

S. L.
Conductor
Miller, Norfolk, appropriated therefor.
II. B. No. 57. also by the speaker, pro-Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. &
!n. W. Ry.Co., recommends Foley Kid-- vides for the completion of the pav- "I have used ing program in the state capital alsoj
jr.ey Pills and says:
Foley and Kidney Pills with very satis-- passed the house.
'r ' j, Xo ,15j another of the speak-- j
factory results and endorse, their use!
any one afflicted with kidney er-billBi (or Uu, completion of the
itiouble. I hey are all right.
origtate hignway between Santa Fe and
'sale by all druggists.
j as Veg!lB ,,y tie Bta(p highway com-- ;
mission, also passed the house.
a
Moreover the speaker secured
TAFT RETURNS
r....nH.M
rom.rt mi hoiii bis hills for
PAULINE WAVNE appropriations for the two exposi
(ions, one to be held at San Diego and
These
Washington, D. C, Feb. G. Pauline the other at San Francisco.
Wayne, President Taft's famous Hoi- - bills were favorably reported by the
stein cow, will follow him into retire - committee on state affairs and are now
ment, March 4. The president today i0n the house calendar.
called in Senator Isaac Stephenson,
Among the measures passed in the
of Wisconsin, who two years ago house
yesterday, was Mr. Hilton's
brought Pauline to the White House, bill for an appropriation of $12,000 for
and gave her back to her former a bridge across the Rio Grande near
owner.
Escandido, Socorro county. II. B. No.
Paline has not been in the best of 87, for the printing in English and
health for several months. President Spanish of the governor's message,
Taft believes that if she is taken back and a house joint resolution by Mr.
tc Wisconsin and put on the Stephen- Chaves, providing for deficiencies for
son farm again her youthful vigor will the canvassing board of 1911.
revive.
CATRON OPPOSED TO
The senator was glad to get PauINDIAN LAND DEAL.
line back into te fold, for she has supHouse
Introduced
Young Catron
plied milk to the family of a presi- Joint Resolution No. 12 Relative to
two
dent for
years and will add dig the land grants of the Pueblo Indians.
n:ty to his herd.
Tills resolution opposes the deeding
f the Indian lands to the secretary
o2 the interior, as the Indians now
MILLIONAIRE
seek to do, in order to escape taxa
GOES ON BOND
tion and the duties of full citizenship.
Catron spoke at some length in
OF DYNAMITER Mr.
fr.vor of his resolution. Marcos C. de
Faca also favored the resolution. He
6.
Colonel declared that Sandoval
St. Louis, JIo., Feb.
county alone,
rreu u. uaruner, u mniiuei-me would lose some 122,500 acres of land
military sian 01 governor iviujor, ami and that the
was entitled to
a St. Louis millionaire, today signed the tax thereon.county
The assertion was
the bond of J. H. Barry, one of the made by some members of the house
labor leaders in the federal prison at that the Indians received better treat-ma- t
Leavenworth, Kansas, for alleged comat the hands of the federal govplicity in the McNamara dynamite ernment than the Caucasian citizens
plot.
or New Mexico as a territory. The
Gardner qualified as a bondsman
resolution passed without an opposby pledging his home, valued at
vote, indicating that the house
and four lots. He made a writ- ing
was unanimously in favor of its proten declaration that he owned person- visions.
H. B. No. 51 a measure
al property in the federal district of
which
the carrying of conprohibits
more
than a
eastern Missouri worth
cealed weapons In the new state, tomillion dollars.
said today gether with a substitute bill by Mr:
U. S. Attorney Houts
that he would recommend to District
Attorney Miller of indictments that
the bond be accepted.
YOU
The real estate back of the bond MADAM !
for P. J. Morrin, another convicted
and
was
investigated
dynamiter
found ample.
'

IN THE HOUSE

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired Nesv
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, cxchcangel
and rented. Standard makes handled.
,A11 repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Tvriewriter
Ft.
chanae. Phone 2X1 V.

Blanchard, went bac to the commiton judiciary.
SALARY BILLS ARE
BEFORE HOUSE, TOO.
TI. B. No. 12.1 The comity salary
bill and II. B. No. 121 Tho district. at
presented In
torney salary bill, w
afternoon.
the house late yesterday
They came" from the committee on
flnanoe .md lin; ,,tical with the bills
in the senate.
The house will prin'.
000 copies of the county salary bill and
the senate flOti copies of the district
attorney bill. This number, it is believed, will suffice for the needs of
the legislature and the executive. The
two bills represent four weeks of almost constant work on the part of
the joint committees on finance.
A number of minor bills were introdnced ln tne holm0 y(.Kterday and the
calendar" is now a voluminous affair,
showing that the house committees
al.e getting down to work.

tte

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
City Attorney,
Capital City Bank Building,
Kooms
Santa Fe. New Mexico.

-

17-1-

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Cuunsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in a'l the District Court!
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Oflice: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

-

1

EVERY STREET IN SANTA fE

!

HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law- .
r
Has Its Share of the Proof That
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Seek.
Sufferers
ney
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Backache? Kidneys tvenk?
Land Claims and Contests a Specially
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
. Chas. R. Eatley,
F. Easley,
Don't have to look for.
I'se what Chas. EASLE.Y
& EASLEY.
.'
Fe
Santa
peopl recommend.
Every
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
street in Santa Fe has its cases.
Practice in the Courts and lefor
Here's one Santa Fe man's experiLand Department,
ence.
Land grants and titles examined,
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch OlBce, Esta-citell it.
.

Kid-jfo-

j

$50,-00-

IF

CARDS

N. M.

He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my back that
had troubled me for three years. They
brought prompt relief and proved so
satisfactory that I gave a public
Now after
statement in their praise.
two and a half years have passed, I
gladly confirm every word of that testimonial. I can add that I have since
used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
a more thorough trial and have received great benefit. I know that this
remedy is a cure for backache and
kidney complaint."
For sate by all dealers. Price bO

1

J. McGUINNESS

M.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfe.v

TISEf

)

Tell your story to
2,000,000

Readers 'or

j

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertlt
aaent in 25 leading newspapers'
Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. L- scriptive circular FREE.
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
States.
Taos, New Mexico.
Rememoer tne name Doan's and
ttke no other.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
LIFE PRISONER IS
Dentist.
A DOUBLE MURDERER,
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Reno, Nev. Feb. 6. Frank Tram-ner- ,
life term prisoner in the state Phone Red 6.
Office Hourg g a. m. to 5 p. m.
prison, for the killing of a man named
And by Appointment.
Quilici at I inlay, Nev., in January,
1911, was yesterday found guilty of
the murder of Quilici's wife. The
jury reached a death sentence. The
DIAZ,
men.
Quilici's were killed by hold-uThe chief witness against Trammer Office 202 Water St., Hours, to 3 P. M
was his partner, Nimrod Uric, under
( Office, 220 W
Phones
sentence of death for his confessed
Residence, 9 J
part in the murders.
Foster-Milbur-

....

j

j

j

J.

DR.

M.

1

j

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print- ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

Work. Portable Coils to be
used

at patient's

home.

GUNTER, M. D.

C. C.

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
attended promptly day or night.
Office Hours: 9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4
p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.
1S-1-

DON'T FEEL

RIGHT

W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stanley, Indiana, says he would not take
TAKE
DF
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
HAIR
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I bad
STRIKE LEADERS
a revere attack of kidney trouble with
ARE ARRESTED
sharp pains ihrough my back uiui
.
.
, could hardly straighten up. A single
aste-logged Bowels, 1 Orpid Liver and Decaying hood Vox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely re
Rochester. N. V., Feb. 6. Five lead-- W
are
strike
workers
els of the garment
n g tomach Cause the Sick Headache, lias. Backache.. lievea n,e- tor Sille By 811 ar,ws,s
under arrest today charged with inAre You a Seller? An advertiseSallowness, biliousness and fndigestio
citing riot. Valentine Saulor, proprie
ment in the classified columns of the
tor of a clothing shop, is also in prisiVwi entii ViHn
All
Save Your Hair! Beautify It! Invigorate Your Scalp!
trflt Vii liquet
filnirno
tio i
liinrninc
wil'
Itssiy
on on a charge of nrst degree mur- - an"d constipated-sim- ply
yUT. re1
because they; up waste and poisonous matter haveNew M"ican
Danderine Grows Hair and we can Prove It.
have of stealing servant girls from der. The arrests followed a riotous
e market effectively. It will
eat been gently but thoroughly moved on!ta'e n
don't
exercise
do.t
enough.
They
S their woman friends.
.
rttack on Saulor's shop last night coarse food or enough fruit and green, and out of your system, without nan- - J'llv
!T
e)es 01 a" PosslDla Duyer8when Ida Bermon, one of the strik-eis- , vegetables.
Those are nature's ways; sea, griping or weakness. Your head.
SEVEN
AFTER
an
as
YEARS.
NABBED
after
will,
one
small
you
application through your hair, taking
Try
waB killed by a shot from a gun of keeping the liver and thirty feet. will be clear, complexion rosy, breath
it will not pay you to waste your
man fired into the of bowels active; but very few women sweet, stomach regulated; no more
j which the clothing
of Danderine, you cannot find" a single strand at a time. The effect is Imme6.
warFeb.
On
a
Mich.,
time
diate
and
Detroit,
be
will
hair
writing out your legal form
were
your
Ci'owd.
amazing
others
next
loose
is
them.
or falling
injured, employ
The
Eight
best way
trace of dandruff or a
constipation, gases, pains and aches.
can get them already printwhen
rant seven years old, Thomas Nor- but all will recover.
an
and
and
have
light,
fluffy
wavy
It is simply a matter of keeping ed at you
delightful, fruity Syrup of Figs.
hair and your scalp will not itch, but appearance of
the New Mexican Printing
an Incom- man, of Gostield South, is being held
abundance;
women
be
can
all
ills
liver
clean
bow'els
of
and
stomach,
your
Nearly
will
be
will
most,
what
please you
lustre, softness and luxuri- at Sandwich jail for trial on a charge
F. E. Walling, a farmer living near overcome with Syrup of Figs alone. and regular. Then you will always be
after a few weeks' use, when you will parable
ance, the beauty and shimmer of true oT forgery. The complainant is a Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends There is no need to have sick head-- well always look and feel your best,
actually see new hair, fine and downy hair health.
woman named Breha Irwin, who says Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and ache, backache,
But get the genuine the old reli-- ! .Subscribe for the Santa F. New
stomach
dizziness,
at first yes but really new hair
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Norman obtained $95 by signing her says:
T have
advised bv mvlsnnr nd full nf itasph hilinna Knells nl.le
AU vnnr drue-ifsfor "Svrnn ftiexnun, iuo papri that boosts all
hpen
growing alkover the scalp.
Danderine from any drug store or name to a promissory note.
familv doctor to use Foley Honey and sallow ness. coated tongue, bad breath. of FiES and Elixir of Senna." Refuse be time and works for the upbuild.
A little Danderine now will Imme- toilet counter, and prove to
Fig Syr-- 1 tag of our new State.
yourself Norman could not be found in 1905. Tar Compound for my children when bad complexion, nervousness and de- - w ith contempt the
"
diately double the beauty ot your hair. tonight now that your hair is as vhen the warrant for his arrest was there was a cough medicine needed. presslon. The surest and safest rem- - ups sometimes substituted to fool you.
No difference how dull, faded, brittle pretty and soft as any that it has issued. He returned to his old home It
A little want ad costs but a few
always gives the best of satisfaction edy is one or two teaspoonfuls of de- - The true, genuine, bears the name
and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with been neglected or injured by careless. ln Gosfield South a short time ago and I recommend it to others." Forilicious Syrup of Figs.
Try this to- - California Fig Syrnp Company; look 'cents and brings wonderful results
Danderine and carefully draw it treatment that s all.
kwhen published in the New Mexican.
sale by all druggists.
iard was arrested.
night you'll feel splendid in the for this on the label,

DELICIOUS

STOPS FALLING,

DISAPPEARS

25 CENT " DANDER!
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5.NTA FE
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF
RETARY OF CHAMBER OF
MERCE, SANTA FE, N. M.

NEW MEXICAN

the
California
by
annually in
"movies;" Satita Fe had two weeks of
moving picture taking which brought
n; in about eight thousand dollars.

SECCOM-

FEBRUARY

THURSDAY,

Bo Your Feel CMIly

6, 1913.

JUST RECEIVED!

Line of D. M. C. EMS. FLOSS in
us all encourage the moving pie- colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
ture companies, (live them a square
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
FIRE INSURANCE.
The U. S. district court has resumher and associated with its publicity (teal when they come and make their
colors for use in working the new
ed business here, after an interesting
Following an examination of the
received stay worth w hile. Several of t lie big
we have
recently
bureau,
Feel worn out blue and tired ? Don't let your cold develop
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
1). J. affairs of the Occidental
Fire Insursession held in Albuquerque.
Credit
of
lot
a
state
publicity.
into bronchitis, pneumonia or catarrh. The reliable altercrmpanits have premised to again
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
admitted to ance company, whose oflices are in quite
Thomas, of llalltip,
ative and tonic which has proven its value in the past 40 years is
ir due .Mr. I'.rogan ami ilie journal visit us and by the proper treatment
etc., which are the late designs just
Albuquerque, Deputy Superintendent with which he is connected for aspractice.
can be prevailed upon to estabthey
received.
M. A. Ueimu makes the following
R
were
cases
The following;
disposed
sistance In promoting the State boost lish a permanent troop here.
comments in Ills olllcial report: ,
of:
ers
state
put)-encourage
lo
LUNCHEON.
meeting,
"The recommendation
made In a
No. HI Squire Jlurtt & Son vs. the,
lit ity and so the chamber can keep
Noon day lunches were inaugurated
'Atlas Assurance company and So.1 previous report regarding the placing ir. touch with the rest of the state it is t build
spirit. These
up a
Restores activity to the liver and to the circulation the blood is
of the, minute book from loose leal
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
1,5, Squire Hartt - Son vs. The Nor-- j Into a more
recommended by the secretary that a have in the main been very success-- ;
purified, the digestion and appetite improved and the whole body
form
has
substantial
v.icli I'uion Fire Insurance company.'
feels the invigorating force of this extract of native medicinal
small fund be set aside to subscribe ml am illtve developed a better spirit;
out.
been
carried
brain
and
nerves
In
the
feel
the
heart,
plants.
consequence,
Dismissed on motion of the plaintiff.
as other than has existed for a long while.
"In October, 1912, the company en tor all state papers as
refreshing influence. For over 40 years this reliable remedy has
Grocery the logical place to do your
The court drew the grand Jury for tered into an
been sold in liquid form by all medicine dealers. It can now also
of prominence.
the
had
papers
chamber
The
has
pleasure
to
reinsure
agreement
shopping.
be obtained in tablet form in $1.00 and Cue boxes. If your
The value of other forms of public- of entertaining several distinguished
April, uu:, term of court returnable tn(J' Oklahoma and Texas business of
He
doesn't keep it, send 60
is Coming Who?
stamps to R. V.Pierce, M.D. Buffalo.
Captain
i lie first .Monday in April.
The court the Oklahoma Fire Insurance
and has,
com- - ity was not overlooked and iu obtain- guests at. these luncheons
Hardy, the crack shot, represeating
The
Sense
book
Common
Medical
of
Adviaera
forwe
been
have
this
aiso drew the petit jury returnable pany of Oklahoma
advertising
dp ring the year, given smokers and
Oklahoma, ing
the
City,
Peter's
1008 pages answers all medical questions.
Cartridge Co., who will
tunate.
the first Monday in May.
Within the year three mov- luncheons to several parties visiting
Send 31c in one-cethereby materially extending their
give an exhibition in target shooting at
stamps, to B, V. Pierce, 31. D,
come
to
have
legis-turing
to
state
the
companies
as
well
as
picture
the
3
NOTICE TO CORPORATIONS.
in
those
states.
m.
city
p.
tomorrow behind Fort Marcy.
plant
the State Tress association
The public is invited.
All corporations must, send in their
"During the year the stockholders Santa Fe and placed on films views
to
to
fail
cannot
that
an
interest
such
and the Boosters of the state.
Heard Over the Phone Many aa
reports on or before .March 1, 91:5, of contributed to the surplus $45,500, extent that
MEXICAN CONSUL
STANDARD OIL
people from the entire
THE RAILROADS.
business transacted for the fiscal year and since the first of the present year
order "is beard over the phone" at
an additional country will come to see the place
The
CHARGED WITH
AGAIN IN THE
spirit has extendour store. It is one of the ways in
ending December Si, 1!U, to the col- they have contributed
pictures were taken, for ed as far as the railroads. This city,
lector of internal revenue. A heavy $10,183.25, which is the final pay- where these
iwhieh folks en-Purchasing quality
CONSPIRACY
LIME
most pictures, due credit is as well as the railroad have received
LIGHT
tnlike
to
made.
be
ment
4iOO!v 9
penalty is attached for failure to comUlUft DtUlO gUUUS ilUlU US.
"The management of the company given to this city before the picture a great deal of benefit therefrom.
with
law.
this
ply
Pharmacy.
in all departments is economical and is thrown on the screen.
The titles Without cost to til" chamber,
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 6. Enrique
D.
other
6.
Feb.
RepreWashington,
C,
NEW COMPANY.
Can You Shoot? Whether you can
efficient and every effort Is made to of these pictures are: "The Apache than the furnishing of pictures, the C. Llorente, Mexican consul to EI sentative Garner's resolution calling
Articles of incorporation were tiled carefully guard its interests."
Renegade," by the Kalem company; Santa Fe road issued a booklet known Paso is considered a refugee from on Attorney General Wickersham for or not, see Captain Hardy who will
n exhibition of target shooting
"The Indian Cprising In Santa Fe," as "Old-Netoday in the office of the state corpor
Santa Fe and Round justice. A federal warrant charging all information as to the Texas in- give3 f
at
p. m. tomorrow back of Fort
anon commission by the Rio Grande ARCTIC HERO GOES
by the Kalem company, (which will be Aobtit" which is probably
the best him with conspiracy to ship muni- dictments against Standard Oil offIt is said he is a wonder
Oun Club Holding company, capitaliz
UNDER THE KNIFE, shown in Santa Fe in a short time) ; p'.ece of advertising matter ever is- tions of war from the United States icials was favorably reported by the Marcy.
with the pistol.
a Trncker Howl
ed at $25,(100, divided into i!50 shares
"Over
to
the
6.
Nestor
Mexico
here.
unserved
V.
house
Llorente
thouRear
by
Feb.
on
our
sued
committee.
Thirty-fivWashington,
C,
judiciary
at $10tl. The cilice of the new com- Admiral Robert K. Peary, Arctic ex Film company, (Independent), be- - sand of these city.
The resolution asks for all briefs of
booklets were issued is in Juarez, opposite El Paso, where
T.
is
and
at
two
sides
reels
of
films
the
Kalem
informAlbuquerque
Harry
documents
pfny
and
evidence,
by
written
plorer, submitted to an operation
by the Santa Fe road, thirty thousand be remained last night, being
Report of the Condition of
Johnaon is the agent. The incorpora-- ' here last night, the nature of which and Nestor companies showing bits being distributed by the railroad
of the charges against him in El opinions on file iu the department of
and;efl
M.
tors are: ICdward J. Strong, Koss
is not disclosed.
Alarming reports ci Santa Fe in all its charm. It was five thousand bv the Chamber of Com-- Paso.
justice in relation to the prosecution THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Merritt and Raymond 11. Stamm, each1 that it was for appendicitis or stom- - ii;e Chamber of Commerce which gave merce. In addition to this, the Santa
States of C. N. Payne, John D. Archbold,
Alleging that the United
of Santa Fe,
t.iktng seven shares and all living in ach trouble are emphatically denied them the opportunity to visit Santa Fe road hns trrnnted this citv summer marshal's office refused to serve the Henry C. Folger, W. C. Teagle, A. C.
In
atNanta
the Mints of New Mexico
Fe,
commisH.
reFe and publish its interest to the tourist rates and has run advertise- warrant, the United States
Albuquerque.
Eble, E.
by the family. The explorer is
Iirown, John Seaiy,
nt the close of business Kel.4, WW.
K. Standard Oil company of New York,
world.
ARRANGE AN EXHIBIT.
ported today as doing well.
ments In various eastern newspapers sioner here today commissioned
Resources.
LECTURES.
and magazines on Santa Fe. The Santa-F- E. Bryant, a peace officer, to act for Standard Oil company of New Jersey Loans nnit discounts
At its recent meeting the slate
M
if
arrest
lo
the
Llorente
the
and
were
indeed
We
I
government
Petroleum
this
fortunate
Magnolia
company ivci ili afts, secured and unsecured
126 4
year
road is preparing to reissue the
btard of education named a commit-trV.
lioiuls
00
S.
secure
to
40,000
he
side.
commissionvisited
clivuliulon.
this
The
of
as
as
Informawell
in
for
all
Texas,
obtaining much valuable publicity Santa Fe booklet and new data is now
Hoilds to secure U. S. decomposed of Alvan N. White,
i iik umiiiMi i;iiAMi. A
er stated that Deputy Marshal Frank tion a3 to the "order of the attorney U.S.
the
Oil
medium
lecturers.
The
of
60.000
through
view.
posits
in
this
with
David R. Boyd, C. M. Light, Jose
being
gathered
!' ;limioiiTTt.ni,.
88,!i70 35
Bonds, securities, etc
chamber had the pleasure of enterCertain orders which the A. T. & M. Newman had been ordered not to general directing the United States Bankliift
l.ockard and J. II. Wagner, to make
house, furniture uiul fixserve
United
warrant
States
the
for
marshal
of
v
the
i mk nd filler. Kiit nr
southern
by
tures
iSWi
Mr.
district
L.
41,874 11
S
Klmendorf,
F.
Dwight
R. It. company put into effect
- (if tiltpM. A ir( i?i. II.TI1( 5 taining
recommendations
concerning an edufrom National hanks (not
travel lecturer, ai d which were detrimental to the Marshal Bert J. McDowell, of San New York not to execute bench war- Hue
Jl lilOiliVII lllllril) I'llKhl.' America's foremost
us
reserve
37,231
cational exhibit to be placed at one of
atrents)
V
ye:r .t.tt. .u U: t,ri!e !, Al..a s Keii - k
"
hist summer and during the, winter giowth of the city, as well as provo- Antonio, Texas, head of the western rants for the arrest of John D. Arch- - Inie from state and Private hanka
Pi.cific coast expositions in 1915.
FY iWiiilSTS F&HYl. W3f
and
Trust
hankers,
Dema
Companies
The
district.
C.
W.
C.
commissioner,
bold,
Teagle and H.
ker. Klmendorf lectured to packed ing an unfavorable sentiment, have
Folger.'
and Savings Banks
l.lts 43
he
Due from approved reserve (rents 257.8S1 (':
Ik uses on the subject of Santa Fe. To now been modified to such an extent ocratic office bolder, held that
Oheeks
3,932
cash
other
and
Items.
the Santa Fe road, through .Mr. W. H. it) at they are much less objectionable alone had right to decide as to the NEXT WAR MAY BE
Notes of other National Banks ...
1,700 00
of the charge.
Fractional
nickels
validity
paper
currency,
IN
Simpson, general advertising agent, and it is hoped that within a short
AMERICA.
SOUTH
cents
and
,
To an Associated Press correspond- r.AWfl?I.MIIKKV HKSKKYIi IN BANK.
are we most indebted for Mr. Elmen-- while an agreement will be reached
vrss:
ent Consul E. C. Llorente, for whom
ddi f's visit.
Mr. Klmendorl's lecture that is entirely satisfactory to both
6.
D.
Rumors
$R,070 45
Washington,
C, Feb.
Specie..
a warrant has been issued in Kl Paso,
7,25o 00
is well illustrated with colored slides tie city and the railroad,
Legal Tender notes
( f Impending hostilities between P.oll-vi89,325 43
neutrality
'and about Gnu feet of motion picture; The ev Mexico Central has grant-- i charging violation of the
and
U. 8.
are
the
Peru
fund
with
repRedemption
concerning
now
not
to
said
return
would
he
laws,
(6
of
Treasurer
cent,
per
film.
From remarks made to em-- : ul a low week-enrate of $2.;!5 for El Paso but would
resentatives of the two countries and
2,000 00
proceed to Mexico
iloyes of the chamber it is known that the round trip between Stanley and City. He admitted employing three the entire
contingent,
Total
S1.20(i.SG6 73
these lectures have already been the Santa Fe for the benefit of the people
solicitous
for
the
of
Southern
peace
Americans to destroy the Mexican
Liabilities.
scores
direct cause of bringing
the Estancia valley and the San Central railway as charged, but says America, as well as state department
ofjcf
"tol-$160,000 00
Pal(1
who
look
tourists to our doors. Data and pic- Pe dro mines.
with
officials,
g"'?"."1
apprehension
he warned them not to violate
the on
and disturbance among the re-- undivided Profits! less "Kxnimi.es 75,000 00
jtures for slides have been given to The Denver & Rio Grande has given United States neutrality laws.
ana 'taxes ram
'0,212 0B
live other lecturers and to members Santa Fe quite a bit of publicity iu
Consul Llorente intimated that he publics of the south
National Hank Notes outstanding 39,500 00
of the American Geographic society f'leir monthly publication, "The Red
lute toother National Hanks
1,303 72
may return to El Paso later to an- tileDiplomats express the opinion that Due
to Si ule mid Private ri.inks and
rumors have been circulated either Bankers
rho were, here quite recently.
Hook," as well as a booklet issued un- swer to the charge.
9,044 81
der the title "Fertile Lands of ColoVISiT OF THE AMERICAN
deposits subject to
The warrant against Llorente was to affect securities in the two coun- Individual
check
529 552 1!)
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. rado. " (Just why New Mexico is ig- issuer! ljist. niirht. bv Commissioner tries or that Peru wishes to mask a demand
815 04
certificates of deposit...
..
to
Time
of
Amer-certificates
335,252 67
her
and
of
School
of
do
we
the
14
nored
tin invitation
depotit.
army
strengthen
not know.) However, niivor
mi.. rfimni iint of, nniiert
(i
.....,
647 (6!
cneeKs
.....iJ
the Chamber of this road did issue at one time a MacDonald. MacDonald charges tmt
ican Archaeology,
""'" "l'"r
Cashier's checks outstanding.
4,467 Sli
39,300 15
Cjnimerce, and through the personal booklet of interest and which should on June 7, 1912, the Mexican consul the color of apprehension of an at uiut-e- siates deposits
work of Dr. Edgar L, Hewett, the rami to reissued at once. It is "The An-i- furnished" money to him
Total
$1,203,356 73
and two tack by Bolivia.
State of New Mexico, county of Santa
of the tour of the American cteut Ruins of the Southwest." An
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